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"I can't understand people like
you," the man said. He was a per-
son of middle years, who spoke
pleasantly and courteously, but a
bit accusingly. "What upsets you
so? What are you worried about?"

I had just addressed a Univer-
sity Club audience, followed by a
question and answer session. My
subject had been "Our Lives and
Goods," (see The Freeman, Feb-
ruary, 1974) and upon that theme
I had tried to construct an argu-
ment for limited government, the
free market, and the unabridged
right of a man to the "goods" he
has created. Apparently it was my
summation of the denials and
dangers of supergovernmentalism
that had aroused my inquisitor.

"Look," he said, with a kind of
patient exasperation in his voice,
"we are living in the greatest age
of all human history. The achieve-

Mr. Bradford is well known as a writer, speaker,
and business organization consultant. He now
lives in Ocala, Florida.

ments of science are fantastic in
scope and consequence. We have
put men on the moon, and we are
already starting to explore Venus
and Mars by means of unmanned
probes. As for invention, well, you
have only to utter the word 'com-
puter' to summarize its achieve-
ments."

He paused for breath and I
broke in. "But what," I said, "has
all this to do with your question?"

"I'll get to that in a minute," he
answered. "Indeed, what I am say-
ing is all really a part of my
question. I remind you that we
live amid comforts and luxuries
that were undreamed of a few
generations ago, even by the very
rich. We have extended education
to every social and economic level.
Our standards of living are high.
Our government has ameliorated
the condition of the poor. We have
established a system of old age
pensions. All this, of course, has
cost money, yet we are not hard
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up. If you say taxes are high, or
that the cost of living has gone up,
I reply so have wages and sal-
aries."

I had been waiting for him to
run down, and at last he did — not,
apparently, for lack of argument
in his forensic arsenal, but be-
cause he wanted to get back to the
question he had first propounded.

"Faced with all this," he said,
"I simply can't understand your
attitude. Amid all this dazzling
evidence of progress, prosperity
and general well being, what in
the world is it that upsets you so?
What are you worried about?"

Freedom in Jeopardy

Well . . . it was a stumper — not
that its content was new or for-
midable, but because of its timing.
Other people were waiting, and I
was already late for a subsequent
appointment. What quick answer
could I make to such a question?
What would you have said — as-
suming that you did not secretly
half agree with him? I could only
attempt a kind of symbolic re-
sponse.

"I'm worried," I told him, "be-
cause the loaf of bread for which
four years ago I paid 26 cents, and
which now costs 52, may soon be
priced at a dollar or more. And I
am also concerned that some day
soon I may be required to secure
permission from a Washington bu-

reau before I can travel here to
address this organization."

I was trying thus on the one
hand to convey the threat of ruin-
ous inflation and on the other to
indicate the menacing nuisance of
Big Brotherism, both of which
are the result of a naive reliance
upon the supposed omniscience
(and the actual power) of govern-
ment as a social agency. I was re-
membering the steady erosion of
the American dollar in my life-
time — the pair of shoes I used to
buy for $8 which now cost $60 —
with the result that I no longer
wear that brand; the shirt that
once cost me $2 for which I must
now pay $10.50; the steak dinner
I used to get for $1.50 which now
sets me back at least $7.50 — on
the rare occasions when I am
steak-hungry enough to think I
can afford it. More realistically, I
often recall the thick and juicy
hamburger, with all the trim-
mings, that was once available at
Dinty Moore's place for 15 cents
and compare it nostalgically with
its anemic present-day counter-
part for 95 cents !

But if my erstwhile questioner
were here now he would no doubt
remonstrate thus : "Your income
is higher. All wages and salaries
have gone up proportionately.'
And I would in turn ask him: "But
what of the millions of people who
are on fixed incomes — retirees
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pensioners? How have they fared
in all this? To be sure, social se-
curity payments have gone up
somewhat, and are being increased
again this year — at the expense of
us all; but what of the man who
worked and saved and made what
he thought was prudent provision
for his less productive years? In
terms of what it will buy, his care-
fully accumulated capital has
shrunk by nearly a third in the
past few years, and by nearly two-
thirds in the past thirty."

Inflation in France
In his introduction to Andrew

D. White's essay on Fiat Money
Inflation in France,* Henry Haz-
litt points out that under inflation
the real purchasing power of sav-
ings is constantly eroded, that all
savers are cheated, that thrift is
liscouraged, and that the source
of investment is dried up. Thus
inflation not only robs the frugal
citizen by destroying the value of
his money, it also injures the
economy by diminishing the flow
)f investment capital.

In passing we may observe that
the financial condition which ob-
tained in the France of 1790 was
the classical pre-condition for a
leliberately-induced inflation;
lamely, a long-continued period of

* Republished by the Foundation for
Economic Education. Copies available
S2.00 cloth; $1.25 paperback.

debt accumulation by reason of
governmental spending in excess
of revenue (known today by the
deceptive euphemism "deficit
financing") and allowing the debt
simply to go unpaid. Eventually a
time came (as it always does)
when to prolong this unbalanced
condition could lead only to gen-
eral economic collapse; and it was
then that the General Assembly
came up with the decision to
"cure" the situation by the issu-
ance of four hundred million
livres (the equivalent of about
395 million francs) in paper notes
called assignats. They looked good,
because they were to be "secured"
by a mortgage on the vast church
properties that had recently been
seized by the state. Moreover,
they bore interest at 3 per cent.
They were launched with great
fanfare and received with general
acclaim. And of course there was
an immediate response in the
economy. Some payment was made
on the public debt; pressure on
the treasury was relieved; credit
was revived; trade increased. The
rosy predictions of those who had
favored and sponsored the assign-
ats seemed to be on the way to
fulfillment.

But it took only seven years for
the beautiful bubble to burst! The
tragedy of the assignats has been
well and frequently told, and it is
not my purpose to dwell on it here
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— except for these brief moments
while I hold it up as a horrible
example. The story can be sum-
marized quickly. In the first place,
political human nature being what
it is, a single issue was not
enough. If one dose of that magic
medicine worked such wonders,
let's have some more of the stuff !
We must get out additional and
bigger issues of that healing pa-
per ! So the original issue of 395
million francs was soon doubled,
trebled, quadrupled, by subsequent
issues. Before long the assignats
themselves were retired and super-
seded by other bills known as
mandats — which soon proved to be
equally valueless. In only seven
years (by 1797) twenty five hun-
dred million mandats had followed
45 thousand million assignats
down the economic drain!

In terms of the American dol-
lar, the collapse of this paper air
castle meant that a bushel of flour
which cost only 40 cents in 1790
cost 45 dollars five years later.
Other drastic changes during that
five year period were these: a
pound of sugar — from 18 cents to
$12.50; a pair of shoes — from one
dollar to forty dollars; a head of
cabbage — from 8 cents to five dol-
lars — and so on.

Did wages and salaries also go
up, as my inquiring friend as-
serted? Undoubtedly — but that
much? And anyway, what of the

frugal Frenchman who had been
carefully "putting something by
for a rainy day?" He, of course,
and thousands like him, were com-
pletely wiped out. And so were a
lot of people farther up the eco-
nomic scale. This is illustrated by
the preserved record of a well-to-
do manufacturer who had retired
from business in 1790 with the
equivalent of 317,000 francs, and
only six years later found that hi;
property was worth only 14,00(
francs. The present-day American
can counterpart of that experience (
would be for a man to have saveo
up $63,400, only to find that in six
years' time its value had shrunl
to $2,880.

"Not Worth a Continental"

But we don't have to reach so
far back for such examples — no
so far away. Paper bills issue(
during our own Revolution were
known as Continentals; and wha
became of them is still memorial
ized in the phrase, "Not worth
Continental." More recently, many
elderly Germans remember wha
happened to the Weimar Republi
mark of the early nineteen twen
ties, when it took a million mark
to buy a loaf of bread — or mayb
two million by three o'clock th
same afternoon. Still closer to ou
times, the French franc, which ha
long been five to the dollar, shran
after World War II until it wa
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over 300 to the dollar ; and during
the same period the Italian lire
dwindled until it was peddled by
bell hops at 600 or more to the
dollar. Do you suppose French and
Etalian wages ever caught up with
that much inflation?

And what of Argentina? It is a
rich and beautiful country, very
similar to our own in climate and
natural resources. My first visit
;here was in 1947. The peso was
dill strong at four to the dollar.

went back in 1951; and in that
time, after only four more years
of Peronism, the peso had shrunk
to twenty to the dollar. And of
course it continued to plummet
until by 1968 it was well-nigh
worthless at 350 to the dollar. All
his, of course, practically wiped
)ut the savings of the Argentine
niddle class.

But "this can't happen in the
Jnited States." Who says it can't?
Che same kind of people who said
t couldn't happen in the France

of 1790 or the Germany of 1920
or the Argentina of the nineteen
'orties — people who, like my in-
miring friend, calmly disregard
he lessons of history and believe

we can continue, year after year,
o urge or to allow the Federal
overnment to spend more than is

realized through taxation, and still
void the disaster of crippling, if

not ruinous, inflation. The deadly
process is a little slower and less

dramatic with us, but it is under.
way nevertheless. It is already
happening!

And that is what I am worried
about. But it is not all.

Big Brother

I also fear the implications of
Big Brotherism. This I expressed
earlier, in the idea that I might
presently be required to secure
a travel permit in order to go
someplace to fill a speaking en-
gagement. I do not think such a
requirement is imminent. Cer-
tainly I can now proceed unmo-
lested about my lawful occasions.
But it is by no means fantastic to
speculate upon such a possibility—
such a probability, one might say,
if the steady march toward com-
plete governmentalism is not
halted.

Ours is an increasingly govern-
ment-oriented society ; and the
tendency in any such society is
ever toward more central regula-
tion, not only of economic opera-
tions but of individual affairs.
Already some leaders of what
might be called the Post-Keyne-
sian clique are openly speculating
upon how much a citizen should
be allowed to save, and how much
should be taken away from him
for public works and other "social
benefits." Such speculation pre-
supposes a governmental elite of
sufficient wisdom to set aside the
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workings of the free market, and
of enough power to force great
masses of people to accept a wholly
arbitrary and quite fallible direc-
tion of their lives.

But this is America! We have
no dictators or revolutionary tri-
bunals to push us around. We do
as we please within the law. We
are not victimized by the State.
We are the State. Well . . . that
being the case, I sometimes wonder
why it is that I can't buy a new
car unless it is equipped with a
seat-belt device that won't let the
car be started until the belt is
properly buckled up. Understand,
I have no quarrel with seat belts ;
I am concerned with Big Brother-
ism. We have complete freedom,
except, of course, that I am for-
bidden to own or use gold coins.
Nobody can take my property
away from me, except that a
planned inflation has deprived me
of something like half of my life
savings. I can engage in any oc-
cupation or business I like, except
that I am forbidden to set up in
the lucrative enterprise of deliver-
ing letters, because that is a gov-
ernment monopoly.

Small things ? Or straws in the
wind? What do you think?

We are not here dealing with
mere fear-born fancies. Conditions
of excessive direction and of out-
right repression exist in many
parts of the world, alas, and not

merely under communism. I well
remember the complaints I heard
in Copenhagen some years ago
about government interference in
a very down-to-earth matter. Like
Amsterdam and some other Euro-
pean cities, the Danish metropolis
is a place where seemingly the
whole population moves on bicy-
cles. Yet at that time the individ-
ual could not purchase that every
day necessity without first obtain-
ing a permit from a designated
bureau of the government. And it
Sweden, with its vaunted "Middle
Way," I found great resentment
and some distress because, since
housing was a state monopoly
young people wishing to get mar
ried often had to wait months be
fore they could even apply for al
apartment, and sometimes severa
years before they actually got it
Some Swedish moralists even at
tributed the great increase of pre
marital sex partnerships to this
bureaucratic housing restriction.

Expected Under Communism

In the communist world one ex
pects this sort of thing — regula
tion and regimentation not only o
behavior patterns that affect the
economy, such as the purchase o
bicycles or the renting of apart
ments, but of social attitudes an(
even of mental exercises. Yugo
slavia, freer than most communis
regimes from this kind of tyranny
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nevertheless sees the former
trusted lieutenant of Josip Broz
serving a long prison sentence be-
cause he dared disagree — in writ-
ing ! — with parts of "Tito's" pro-
gram. And of course the persecu-
tion of literary dissenters in com-
munist Russia is not limited to the
dramatic expulsion of a Solzhen-
itzyn, but has long been practiced,
and in much crueler form. As for
China, what could be more drearily
awful than to see millions of young
people flaunting a little red book
and mouthing the not-so-original
'thoughts" of Mao? Well, yes, one
thing could be worse — to reflect
upon what happens, once a "cul-
tural revolution" is unleashed, to
anyone who does not wave the
ittle red book!

The worst of such terrorization
s not so much in the degradation
A intellect with respect to

ideologyand dogma, as in its general
ffect upon the attitude and

behavior of average people. Once,
while Peron was at the top of his
power in Argentina, I was in
Lima, Peru to attend a hemi-
spheric business conference. There
vas still a pretense of complete
freedom of opinion and expres-
;ion in Buenos Aires ; yet in Lima
saw a prominent Argentine busi-

iessman support a resolution
vhich struck at the very heart of
progress through freedom of en-
erprise under representative gov-

ernment. It was opposed by the
U. S. delegation, and by nearly all
the Latin American representa-
tives. Moreover, it was totally out
of keeping with what we all knew
of that man's philosophy. Yet he
stoutly defended it; and when he
was privately reproached about it,
he pointed out that the Argentine
delegation was dominated by sev-
eral representatives of the Peron
regime, and said quite frankly
that he didn't dare oppose them if
he hoped to continue in business
when he got home.

An Argentine Experience

An even more subtle demonstra-
tion of intimidation was offered on
another occasion in a Buenos Aires
hotel where my wife and I had
spent some days. Enroute down
on the ship, and while there,
we had enjoyed pleasant contacts
with a Methodist Bishop and his
wife from Oklahoma. Ready for
departure, we were all chatting in
the hotel lobby. An American min-
isterial friend of the Bishop's, who
lived in Buenos Aires, was there
to bid him goodbye. He asked me
if we were going on the same plane
with the Bishop to the west coast,
and I, thinking to make a cute
reply with a scriptural flavor, said :
"Oh no ; I'm playing Joshua to the
Bishop's Moses, and will first go
down into Patagonia to spy out the
land." A harmless wisecrack — but,
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believe it or not, at the phrase
"spy out the land" the clergyman
was visibly startled and looked
around apprehensively, to see if
anyone else had heard me! Such
is the conditioning of repression.
Such is the involuntary response
to ruthless Big Brotherism.

I should record in passing that
this sort of fear tended to dimin-
ish as one got farther away from
Buenos Aires, where it all cen-
tered in the Casa Rosada. In Bara-
loche, for example, far west and
high up among the Andean ridges,
I had a long talk one day with a
local businessman who told me
quite openly that he belonged to
the opposition, and said that his
attitude was well known. How-
ever, although he hated Peron, he
insisted that conditions of repres-
sion had been exaggerated abroad,
and that police-state methods were
actually no worse under Peron
than they had been in earlier
years under one of the so-called
"constitutional" Presidents. As to
that, I was not impressed, because
I recalled that the great old news-
paper La Prensa had been ruth-
lessly seized, silenced, and con-
verted into a Peronista Party
organ. (A present-day parallel
would be for Richard Nixon to
take over by force the New York
Times and compel it to become the
Pravda of the Administration.)
But whether by Peron, or by

whomever, the fact was that the
people of Argentina had been
periodically subjected to police-
state methods of intimidation, and
I was a witness to some of the
oblique results.

A Frightening Trend

Far away and long ago? Yes
But the spirit of central direction
of repression, of you-do-it-our
way-or-else, is by no means deac
in the world. It lives ghoulishly it
Russia at the present moment, as
it does also in China and Yugo
slavia ; and it thrives elsewhere
too — in Albania, in Czechoslova
kia, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary
and in several of the "emerging'
countries of Africa, where adven
turous dictators have seized pow
er. Sometimes it is evidenced b3
acts of raw violence; sometimes
reveals itself in the capricious ad
ministrative laws promulgated b3
irresponsible bureaucrats. But the
effect is always the same: at bes
intimidation, at worst, terrorisn
and abuse; at best irritating bu
reaucratic interference, at wors
banishment, imprisonment — o
death.

Inflation that eats and cheat,
and robs; Big Brotherism tha
nags and torments and kills. That'
what I'm worried about. Are you

Well . . . if you are, you can do
something about it. At least yoi
can make a beginning; for a
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Rome was not built in a day, the
destructive effects resulting from
several decades of superstatism
can not be neutralized overnight.
It will be a long and difficult proc-
ess, the more so, perhaps, because
it must start, and continue, with
some uncompromising self-analy-
sis. Every concerned person must
ask himself whether he really un-
derstands the forces at work, and
whether he himself is in any de-
gree responsible for them.

But first of all, don't panic !
Mine is not a heedless and irre-
sponsible voice crying "Fire!" in
a crowded theatre. So walk, don't
run — not to the nearest exit (for
no exit from this country leads to
any place better or half so good)
but to some quiet corner fit for
contemplation, there to consider a
little of history, a bit of elemen-
tary economics, and a small analy-
sis of human nature.

Enroute to that corner, take
heart. The theatre is not about to
burn down ; neither is the country
in flames. Our America is durable,
enormously endowed by nature,
fabulously rich — the home of a
resilient and resourceful society.
We have done much to weaken it,
but it has survived our most de-
structive efforts, and the end is
not yet.

Consider first our history, en-
capsulated for brevity. After the
period of adventurous exploration,

our part of the Western Hemi-
sphere was settled by people who
were eager for wider opportunity
and greater freedom than they or
their fathers had known in the
older world. When at last our new
nation was established, it was
based on a passionate belief in
that same freedom as a necessary
condition for human happiness
and progress. Inherent in that be-
lief was the spirit of initiative and
self-reliance as to personal status
and welfare, and a strong philos-
ophy of minimal government as to
political institutions. This was
epitomized in Jefferson's famous
formula : The best governed are
the least governed.

Erosion of Freedom

As the decades went by, this
concept was gradually diluted by
the intervention of an imaginary
self-interest. That is where "hu-
man nature" entered the equation.
Ideally men want freedom of ac-
tion (within recognized and for-
mulated rules called laws) . Ideally
they want a government that pro-
tects them from aggressors, pro-
vides a situation of security and
stability . . . and then lets them
alone. But they also want favors,
advantages, special privileges, and
always "something for nothing."
Thus the citizen who wants the
government to provide "security"
for his old age; thus the farmer
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who wants the state to subsidize
his crops; the businessman who
wants the treasury to underwrite
his developments or guarantee his
investments ; the labor leader who
seeks the advantage of a special
status under the law; the local
booster who wants Washington to
spend nine zillion dollars for this,
that, or the other installation of
doubtful necessity or merit. In
short, thus an importunate army
of people who almost without ex-
ception are wont to excoriate the
government for its alleged or ac-
tual extravagances, but who de-
mand loudly that it meet their
special "needs" — and who see no
inconsistency in their ambivalent
attitudes.

These diverse interests and
countless others inevitably breed
politicians who thrive by catering
to the various groups or "blocks"
identified with such demands ; and
the end result is a burgeoning ad-
ministrative bureaucracy which
soon adds not only its heavy cost
but its self-perpetuating energy to
the general thrust toward debt
accumulation and concentrated
power. All this is done, often with-
out conscious guile, in the name
of motives so noble and humani-
tarian that to oppose or question
them is to be branded as unpro-
gressive, unrealistic, lacking in
social vision, and generally unde-
sirable. It was Pascal, I believe,

who said : "Evil is never done so
thoroughly and so well as when it
is done with a good conscience."

It is to be understood, of course,
that we are not here concerned
about the basic protective func-
tions of government. Obviously an
organized society must have laws
and suffucient governmental ma-
chinery to enforce them. Obviously
also, a growing nation will require
new laws now and then, and modi-
fications of old ones to meet chang-
ing conditions. It would be hope-
lessly doctrinaire to expect a na-
tion of over 200 million people to
need only the laws and require
only the governmental machinery
that suffuced for its primitive or
agrarian period. Even the "thou
shalt nots" necessary for the ordi-
nary protection of life and prop-
erty must be increased to cope
with the proliferation of criminal-
ity born of institutionalized cu-
pidity.

Nor is this a plea for the un-
bridled exercise of whimsical per-
sonal "freedom" such as now seems
to titillate the fancy of certain
types of younger social "philos-
ophers." Quite the contrary, one
of the primary functions of gov-
ernment is to prevent such indul-
gence by a few from diminishing
the freedom or invading the rights
of others. Man, unfortunately, (or
perhaps we should say fortunate-
ly), has never been free from the
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consequences of his own greed ;
and government, even under the
least amount of Big Brotherism,
must exercise certain restraints in
the interest of justice for all. A so-
ciety that operates under law must
have the governmental machinery
necessary to enforce the law and
administer those functions en-
trusted to it, or enjoined upon it,
by the basic law or constitution
under which that government ex-
ists.

A Question of Solvency

So much for a glance at history
and human nature. What of solv-
ency and its part in the affairs of
men and governments?

Hardly anyone will dispute the
value of personal solvency. The
man or family that constantly lives
beyond his or its means is soon
in trouble. Quite apart from the
matter of reputation and stand-
ing in the community, credit for
such people begins to get tight
and soon is not to be had at all,
which is both a commercial in-
convenience and ultimately a social
handicap. Nearly everybody, what-
ever his political beliefs or eco-
nomic philosophy, recognizes solv-
ency — that is, the ability to live
within one's income, pay one's
debts, and save something for
emergencies — as the minimal con-
dition for a satisfactory fiscal ex-
perience. To adopt the old Micaw-

ber formula of spending a little
less than is earned is still the
goal of most people in their pri-
vate lives.

But many, alas, do not apply
that same simple principle to gov-
ernmental finance. Even business-
men who are careful to keep their
operations solvent, often see noth-
ing amiss in having their govern-
ment go deeper in debt year after
year, with a resultant and cumula-
tive cheapening of the currency.
Moreover, some who profess to
study and teach economics as an
academic discipline have gone over
to the big-spend-and-never-pay-it-
back philosophy ; and the attitude
of such economists reached what
for me was a climax of absurdity
when, in justifying one of the
many grossly unbalanced Federal
budgets of recent years, they said
in effect that it was okay, because
it was a full-employment budget,
based on what employment would
have been that year if only it had
been up to where it ought to have
been!

And so more billions were
heaped onto the staggering debt
of over 400 billions, and the al-
ready overburdened taxpayers will
again be penalized, more paper
will be issued, the currency will
be further diluted, and . . . .

But at this point faint, distant
voices seem to break into my
musings : What nonsense you are
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talking, Messieur! These assignats
are as good as gold! . . . Hey, what
are you, Mister — some kinda anti-
American or something? Why
man, these Continentals are per-
fectly sound money . .. . Liber
Gott! How you talk silliness! Do
you believe our good Herr Ebert
would let these marks become
worthless? . . . But Senor, our
peso is as good as the silver for
which our country was named.
More! — It is as good as gold!

Why Gold?

As good as gold ! Why that hope-
ful refrain? Gold was demone-
tized in this country some 40 years
ago, yet in everyday speech it is
still cited as the standard of ex-
cellence. That is because across
many centuries of human experi-
ence that yellow metal has been a
symbol of value and stability. Per-
haps it is not possible at this ad-
vanced stage of inflation to per-
suade people to stop relying on
periodic doses of unsupported pa-
er money. That is part of the look-
to-Washington syndrome. But it is
equally impossible for a concerned
person to stop trying!

In their hearts and out of their
own life experience, people know,
they really do know, that there is
no substitute for value, given and
received, in human exchanges. Yet
over and over again mankind, of
different races and languages, all

over the world, have sought eco-
nomic ease and a societal paradise
in high-sounding governmental pro-
grams aimed at improving the
conditions and quality of life. And
time after time such programs
have failed because, however hope-
fully they may have been started,
they become based ultimately upon
the principle of governmental in-
solvency. And that leads inevita-
bly to the abandonment of sound
money and finally to ruinous in-
flation.

What can you do? What can I
do? We can first of all consider
whether we ourselves have been
responsible citizens or importunate
mendicants. We can stop looking
to Washington for the solution of
every problem. We can cease say-
ing "there ought to be a law" and
begin thinking "there must be a
basic principle — let's find it." We
can realize that the good life is
not to be achieved through Fed-
eral bankruptcy. We can know,
and keep saying, that safety for
all is grounded in solvency for all.

We can study the history of hu-
man progress to learn how and
why the voluntary market mechan-
ism better serves the ends of so-
ciety than the methods espoused
by the devotees of coercive Big
Brotherism. We can learn from
the lessons of history that the
most fundamental of all market
principles and practices is to let
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the market be free — to let those
who exchange goods and services
(and that, one way or another, is
nearly all of us) choose and use
as money the most trustworthy
marketable item available. This,
over the long course of civiliza-
tion, happens to have been one of
the precious metals, usually gold
or silver. That, of course, is be-
cause the supply of these metals
is such that no man or group of
men can arbitrarily increase or
decrease it to an extent that will
materially injure or inconvenience
others. The point here is that a
government, no less than an in-
dividual, must have some trust-
worthy, non-fluctuating, non-flap-
pable, medium of exchange.

That greed and rapacity exist
and must be curbed; that there is
crime that must be detected and
punished; that society should be
protected from its enemies,
whether within or without — all
this goes without saying, since
that is the end and aim of govern-
ment. Hence organization, hence
police, hence the military; and
hence a certain amount of bureauc-
racy, and expense . . . and taxes!

Such things are the price we pay
to avoid barbarism and escape
anarchy. But the price, in such
terms, should be kept at the mini-
mum required for the government
to do its job. As for us, we can
know and constantly proclaim that
the bright and cherished ideal of
a better society and a richer life
for all will not be served in the
long run by having more govern-
ment, but less.

Here in this America we still
have the best hope of Earth. It
is far from perfect, but it shines
and glows beside its nearest rivals
on the world stage. It has been,
and is, the scene of vast achieve-
ment, growth, invention and so-
cial progress. But it begins soon
its third century of national life —
and it has already long outlived
many nations that were great and
powerful when it was born. How
we live our lives may determine its
fate. Will it continue as a world
exemplar, with solvency and free-
dom as its base, or will it become a
kind of terrestrial White Dwarf —
a collapsed star in the galaxy of
nations?

Frighteningly Similar

THE WORLD of the Roman Empire in the first two centuries is
almost frighteningly similar to modern North America in its ex-
cesses and in its wealth and, above all, in its devotion to material-
istic success at the expense of the spiritual and the intellectual.

W. G. HARDY, The Greek and Roman World



THERE IS a small clause in the
Constitution of the United States
which does not frequently claim
public attention, yet its impor-
tance cannot be overestimated. It
is part of the Bill of Rights con-
tained in the Constitution and it
is the one that protects the indi-
vidual against government greed.
I refer to that last clause of the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitu-
tion which reads as follows : ". . .
nor shall private property be taken
for public use without just com-
pensation."

This is known as the "taking
clause," for it prevents govern-
ments from taking away or con-
fiscating the property rights of
the individual.

There would seem to be nothing
extraordinary about a rule in a
non-totalitarian society that re-
quires government to pay for prop-

Copyright 1973 Bernard H. Siegan
Mr. Siegan is the author of Land Use Without
Zoning and many articnes on the subject. He
practiced law for 20 years in Chicago before
moving in 1973 to La Jolla, California where
he is professor of naw at the University of San
Diego Law Schoon.
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erty it takes or acquires from its
constituents. It places the govern-
ment in the same status as any
stranger to the property — and
after all, government consists of a
great many strangers. It is a pro-
hibition against theft by govern-
ment in a sense comparable to in-
numerable other laws that prohibit
theft by any of its citizens.

Under the terms of this clause,
the courts have upheld as legal
many laws which deprive owners
of valuable property rights. Still,
over the years, even as there has
been this erosion of property
rights, the clause has tended at
least to prevent outright confisca-
tion of property and many zoning
and other regulatory laws have
been invalidated.

It costs more money to buy
property than to take it — and this
obvious fact has been a cause of
concern to those who believe that
government can use the property
more wisely than its owner. A pri-
vate group, The Task Force on
Land Use and Urban Growth, in a
widely distributed summary re-
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port and book, recently expressed
concern that the taking clause will
make excessively expensive the
land use policies they would like
adopted and consider in the pub-
lic interest. They propose that
more land be restricted for open
space and for other purposes they
believe desirable, and find the
taking clause to be a serious ob-
stacle to these objectives. The task
force therefore has suggested that
the whole taking issue be recon-
sidered and that henceforth de-
velopment rights for private prop-
erty rest with the community,
rather than with the property
owners.

How Freedom Is Lost

Similar arguments can be made
with respect to any scarce resource
or commodity — and we may ex-
pect other "task forces" to pro-
ceed on other fronts. There are
always some benefits to be derived
by taking from some and giving
to others.

Two members of the task force
are high officials of major banks
and I am confident they would
agree that regulations lowering
the bank rate from 10 per cent to
2 per cent would certainly benefit
many. But such regulations would
also destroy our banking system
which benefits the vast majority.

The inevitable results of in-
creasing the number and amount

of such controls is to terminate
the freedom of the individual to
acquire and own property — in all
likelihood the freedom considered
most important by most of the
people.

Nor is it fair that the burden
for providing the presumed wel-
fare of others should be borne by
the owners of only those proper-
ties used for public purposes. The
accident of ownership and location
would select those persons in so-
ciety to carry the burden of pay-
ing for benefits that will accrue to
others. It amounts to a rather
crude way of redistributing wealth
on a most unfair and irrational
basis.

The taking clause not only
serves the equitable and moral
concerns I have set forth, but it
also furthers very functional val-
ues in our society. First, when
things cost nothing, there is no
limitation upon their acquisition.
This being a time when many
municipalities and individuals
would like to curtail future
growth, they could quite readily do
so if there were no cost involved
in restricting much of the balance
of their land for parks or open
space. A great amount of land
would thereby be removed from
development or production to the
detriment of business, employ-
ment, industry, agriculture, hous-
ing, etc.
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Opportunity Costs

America, as a land of parks and
open space, would also be America,
the land of worse housing and
higher rents. Budgetary consid-
erations at least curb an insatiable
government appetite and operate
in the interest of a more efficient
and equitable allocation of our re-
sources.

Second, the incentives of our
society for owners and developers
to own and use land for productive
purposes would be destroyed. Why
own land or contemplate using it
if it is subject to confiscation at
the whim of government? Or if
one does own land zoned for cer-
tain purposes, he would rush to
use it before the politicians
changed their minds. At the very
least, a more chaotic market would
result.

The Bill of Rights in our Con-
stitution has often thwarted the

aims and desires of government
and its officials, and that is exactly
the effect the authors intended: to
protect the individual against the
might of government.

True to form, the taking clause
worries officials of the Council on
Environmental Quality, the fed-
eral environmental agency that
has been considering land use
legislation. In what appears to be
a strong effort to minimize the le-
gal importance of this clause, the
Council has published and distrib-
uted a 329 page book titled The
Taking Issue, that perhaps might
more appropriately have been en-
titled The Stealing Issue. The book
fails to mention that the major
victims, in addition to those who
own certain properties, would be
those who benefit from a system
allowing private ownership — and
that in the final analysis, includes
just about everybody.

Private Property

BARBARISM has its earmarks, and the acquisition of property
through conquest or superior force is notably one of them. Civili-
zation, too, has its earmarks, and the orderly disposition of prop-
erty through the medium of deeds, leases, wills, and other con-
tractual arrangements is not only an earmark of civilization but
an absolute prerequisite.

EDWARD P. SCHARFENBERGER



The decisive impetus toward capitalism could come only from one
source, namely a mass market demand, which again could arise only
in a small proportion of the luxury industries through the democratiza-
tion of the demand, especially along the line of production substitutes
for the luxury goods of the upper classes. This phenomenon is charac-
terized by price competition, while the luxury industries working for
the court follow the handicraft principle of competition in quality.

Max Weber'

WE USUALLY think of Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels as the two
major critics of the coming of
modern capitalist methods of pro-
duction. Yet in terms of their im-
pact on the thought of mid-nine-
teenth century European life, the
founders of "scientific socialism"
were of small importance. It was
Lenin and the Bolsheviks who
made Marx's thought, in retro-
spect, the pinnacle of criticism,
the touchstone of anti-capitalism.
It was not Marx or the radicals
who sat in Parliament and pro-
duced the famous Sadler Report
of 1831-32, that massive, detailed,

1 Max Weber, General Economic His-
tory ( New York: Collier, [1927] 1961),
p. 230.

and highly biased enquiry into
factory conditions in Britain, but
rather conservative critics of the
New Industrialism, and their tem-
porary allies, reforming liberals.
Engels used these reports — the
so-called Blue Books — to write
his book, Conditions of the Work-
ing Class in 1844, the study which
was to convert Karl Marx to a
theory of class struggle.2

2 The Sadler Report was followed by
two other reports that were far less in-
cendiary and far less critical of the fac-
tory system, but few historians have ever
heard of them, let alone read them: First
and Second Reports of the Commission
on the Employment of Children in Fac-
tories (1833) and Supplementary Report
(1834). Unlike those who testified before
Sadler's committee, these men were under
oath.

Dr. North, economist, lecturer, author, currentny is an associate of Chancedon, an educationan
organization dedicated to Christian research and writing. His natest book is An Introduction to
Christian Economics, Craig Press, 1973. He is the editor-pubnisher of the Remnant Review, a
fortnightny economic newsnetter.
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Marx, of course, had no use for
reforming liberals like the poli-
tician-businessman, Michael Sad-
ler, but he did understand why
traditional conservatives would
join with socialists in their cri-
tique of capitalism. In Marxian
terms, the conservatives were
representatives of the old feudal
order, an order that was being
relentlessly, ruthlessly crushed by
the new techniques of capitalist
production. Theirs was a dying
order, Marx believed ; the bour-
geois capitalists were everywhere
triumphant. Conservative reac-
tionaries and soft-hearted ameli-
orating liberals, he argued, could
do nothing to reverse the forces
of production and the direction
of historical forces, but their crit-
ical pamphlets served Marx well
as sources of data for his pamph-
lets. Capitalism did serve one use-
ful purpose, as far as Marx was
concerned : it was crushing the
reactionary feudal past. Robert
Nisbet has commented on this bit
of historical irony :

This is why the indictment of cap-
italism that comes from the conser-
vatives in the nineteenth century is
often more severe than that of the
socialists. Whereas the latter ac-
cepted capitalism at least to the point
of regarding it as a necessary step
from the past to the future, the tradi-
tionalists tended to reject it outright,
seeing any development of its mass

industrial nature — either within cap-
italism or in a future socialism — as
but a continued falling away from the
superior virtues of Christian-feudal
society. It was what the socialists
accepted in capitalism — its technol-
ogy, modes of organization, and ur-
banism — that the conservatives most
despised.3

Price Competition

The feature most hated by the
older producers was capitalism's
relentless service of the poorer
buying public. The division of la-
bor is limited by the extent of the
market, Adam Smith had correct-
ly observed, and in order to use
the newer, more specialized tech-
niques of production, capitalists
had to broaden their markets. The
most efficient means of gaining
access to new markets was price
competition. All the British troops
that marched off to India and the
Far East in a quest for new mar-
kets in the day of England's
"glory" never matched the mar-
ket-broadening effects of a 25 per
cent discount at home. The pro-
ducer who could not match this
discount steadily was forced out
of the market, that is, was forced
to give up control of scarce eco-
nomic resources that could better
be used to satisfy the demands of

3 Robert A. Nisbet, The Sociological
Tradition (New York : Basic Books,
1966), p. 26.
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the public in the hands of more
efficient producers.

How could poor, uneducated
buyers compete against the en-
trenched wealth of the English
landed aristocracy? How could
their meager purchases compete
against the wealthy man's com-
petition for the services of pro-
ducers? How could some dust-
covered miner hope to bid scarce
economic resources away from
the men of wealth? Simply be-
cause there were so many of
them ! As capitalist techniques of
production steadily increased the
output of the laboring classes, the
poor became slightly but steadily
less poor. A few pennies here, a
few yards of cloth there, multi-
plied a million times over : no
aristocracy on earth was rich
enough to withstand this relent-
less economic pressure of slightly
less poor men, when so many of
those men were being created by
the labor markets of England. As
individuals they were poor, espe-
cially before 1840, but they were
not so poor as they had been in
1780, and here was the new fact
of life for producers using the
older methods of production. Men
who could not afford fine wool
suits could now afford a cheap
cotton one, and very rapidly it
became obvious to English entre-
preneurs that it would pay more
dividends to start producing hun-

dreds of thousands of cotton gar-
ments than a few thousand high
priced wool or silk ones. 4 "The
outstanding fact about the Indus-
trial Revolution," wrote Mises,
"is that it opened an age of mass
production for the needs of the
masses. The wage earners are no
longer people toiling merely for
other people's well-being. They
themselves are the main consumers
of the products the factories turn
out. . . . There is in the market
economy no other means of ac-
quiring and preserving wealth
than by supplying the masses in
the best and cheapest way with all
the goods they ask for."5

Because capitalism, with its
free mobility of labor, its right
of voluntary contract, its em-
phasis on personal responsibility,
and its supporting ethic of thrift
and planning, opens new oppor-
tunities for men once locked in a
far narrower universe economi-
cally, it is resented. A society that
places considerable emphasis on
considerations of personal and
family status — name, rank, fam-
ily heritage — does not react fa-
vorably to the nouveau riche "com-
moners" who, through a special
skill of being able to produce for
a mass market through cost-cut-

4 Ludwig von Mises, Human Action
(3rd rev. ed.; Chicago: Regnery, 1966) ,
pp. 618-19.

5 Ibid., p. 619.
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ting and future-predicting, have
become fabulously wealthy. They
may be rich, but the only way
they can gain status in the old
world's terms is to marry the
daughters of high status, falling
income nobles and aristocrats, or
give employment to younger sons
in a primogeniture (eldest in-
herits all) system.

As ancient families went fur-
ther into debt to finance their way
of life, they had but two choices :
become productive themselves in
terms of the new mass market de-
mand, or sell their land to those
who were. The costs of ownership
became too high for many of
them; they could no longer tie up
hundreds of acres of land in the
face of the relentless competition
from those millions of little peo-
ple who kept bidding up the price
of productive land by their in-
creasingly large (in the aggre-
gate) ability to purchase goods
produced by the land.

Aristocratic Resentment

It obviously was not the poor
man who bought the great estate
of some noble. Instead, it was the
entrepreneur who was serving the
needs of the public. The process
had been going on for centuries.
Sir Thomas More in the early
1500's resented the herds of sheep
that were replacing poor families
that could no longer compete in

an era when manorial production
methods were not productive
enough. But with the nineteenth
century, the techniques of produc-
tion became fully capitalist, and
the counter-capitalism of the lit-
erary conservatives intensified
accordingly. Southey, Carlyle, and
Ruskin joined the chorus of con-
tempt. Indeed, it was Carlyle who
dubbed the new science of polit-
ical economy with the name which
has stuck, the dismal science.

What served as the economic
liberation of a whole class of peo-
ple, these men saw as a form of
bondage, the grinding servitude
of the factory, with its time
schedules, long hours, routinized
production, and child labor. What
they resolutely refused to see was
what would have been the fate of
these masses under the old system
of production: famine and death.
It was Ireland, not England and
Scotland, that suffered the famine
of 1848-50, and it was Ireland
which had not seen the "plague"
of factory production.

John Ruskin, the conservative
literary critic, summarized the
case against capitalism. Ironically,
his words have been put on mass-
produced cards and inserted into
mass-produced picture frames for
display on the walls of the highly
popular Baskin-Robbins ice cream
parlors (31 flavors) : "There is
hardly anything in the world that
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some man cannot make a little
worse and sell a little cheaper, and
the people who consider price only
are this man's lawful prey."

They Agree with Ruskin

The feudal guild members who
threw shoes into factory machin-
ery, the Luddites, today's trade
union members on the picket lines,
the government-licensed profes-
sionals earning $100,000 per year:
all agree in principle with Ruskin.
The price-cutting entrepreneur
who makes a product available
for a wider market is the great
threat. The man who trims his
costs, or finds a cheaper substi-
tute that is preferable to buyers
at a lower price, is seen as a
cunning thief. Yet in the middle
of the last century, he was mak-
ing products available to men who
could otherwise have never
dreamed of buying something as
fine as the item being offered. A
cotton garment that could be laun-
dered simply gave a man an oppor-
tunity to attend church or a wed-
ding or a funeral with a dignity he
had never before known. And that,
perhaps, was his great sin in the
eyes of the old feudal aristocracy—
the sin of pride on the part of so-
cial inferiors who were steadily
becoming less inferior economi-
cally. The status world of the mid-
dle ages was being shattered by
the world of free market contracts.

The Threat of Debasement
Conservative social critics saw

not only the hard conditions of the
factory system — hard in compari-
son with the life of social criti-
cism, but not in comparison with
low productivity subsistence (or
less than subsistence) farming —
but they also saw the initial
effects of mass-produced goods.
They were cheap in price and
cheap in quality — again, in com-
parison to the quality standards
of the educated social critic. Those
who did appreciate the new
clothes, better housing, and pref-
erable working conditions seldom
wrote tracts; they simply went to
work and spent their money. Un-
doubtedly, there was a standardi-
zation of production. However, as
the productivity of laborers in-
creased, and as their wages in-
creased, this standardization was
left behind for those coming up —
Irish immigrants, for example —
and variety began to be an eco-
nomic possibility.

This indicates the nature of
capitalism's powers of social
transformation. At first, price
competition expands the market.
New groups gain access to goods
not previously available to them,
either because prices were too
high before, or because the prod-
ucts did not even exist. As par-
ticipants in the production proc-
ess, workers add to other people's
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wealth. Producers are buyers ;
step by step, as output per unit
of input increases, as a result of
the specialization of production,
the wealth of all the participants
increases. The initial expansion of
buying alternatives itself expands
as productivity increases. Some
producers may specialize in pro-
ducing for this newly improved
buying public ; others may branch
out and aim at the still excluded
buyers — the next level down.

Henry Ford's Model T — avail-
able in any color, as long as it's
black—makes the automobile avail-
able to the masses. But as every-
one's wealth increases as a result
of capitalist methods of produc-
tion-distribution (the two are
basically the same process), large
numbers of men want some other
color. Ford himself failed to rec-
ognize this phenomenon of mod-
ern capitalism, and his resistance
to change — in this case an up-
grading of quality and choice —
led to the triumph of General Mo-
tors. Today, as the most recent
figures indicate, General Motors'
share of the auto market in Amer-
ica has fallen below 40 per cent,
indicating that it, too, must shift
its production standards to meet
people's needs.° (The public, bur-
dened by a shortage of fuel,
needs smaller, cheaper cars ; en-

6 So much for the "indestructible
monopoly" theory!

ergy, it should be pointed out, is
an area of government control and
influence, and it is becoming an
area of relatively decreasing pro-
ductivity as a result — back to the
Model T universe, it seems.)

Consider the advent of the color
television set. In 1956, RCA made
a color television available to those
who could afford some $1500 (1956
prices) — a 16-inch, not very re-
liable product. A few people
bought them. Steadily, the price
has come down, yet the quality
of the sets has gone up. Today, a
Japanese Sony set, some 17 inches
in size, costs less than $500 (1974
prices), and is so far advanced in
terms of picture quality that the
two products can hardly be com-
pared. Price competition and qual-
ity competition can proceed to-
gether, and do; but the initial
breakthrough technologically,
while financed by the elite, be-
comes a mass-consumption prod-
uct only through price competi-
tion. (This, as Hayek argues so
forcefully, is an important func-
tion of rich elites : the trying out
of new products, helping to finance
their initial construction, before
the bugs are worked out tech-
nically.7)

How many workers in 1830
could have afforded to spend money

7 F. A. Hayek, The Constitution of
Liberty (University of Chicago Press,
1960), pp. 44-45.
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in a Baskin-Robbins ice cream
parlor? Ice cream was not even
invented; the rage began at the
end of the nineteenth century.
Most workers could not have af-
forded it. Today, on any Saturday
afternoon in the summer, ice
cream houses specializing in high
quality, "high" price ice cream are
probably as crowded as the
"cheap" frostee shop across the
street. (Those who buy vanilla in
the multiple-flavor shops subsidize
those, like myself, who will eat
nothing but peppermint-stick; the
vanilla is far cheaper to produce,
yet it is sold at the same price as
the 30 other flavors. The one-
flavor frostee shops cater to those
who just don't like the other 30
flavors that much, or at least those
who don't like to pay the freight
for the other 30 and their buyers.)

Even the most expensive triple-
scoop ice cream cone in the "ex-
clusive" and "elitist" ice cream
parlors costs only a tiny fraction
of a middle class worker's daily
income, in contrast to what the
same ice cream cone would cost,
proportionately, in some underde-
veloped nation, where ice cream
really is a luxury good. It is mass
production, which involves price
competition, that has created the
mass wealth that makes possible
the relatively cheap ice cream of
the officially pro-Ruskin, anti-free
market philosophy, 31-flavor

stores. (Presumably, the chain
really does not know the origin of
Ruskin's philosophy. Ideas, how-
ever, do have consequences — seri-
ous consequences in a culture that
seems to be headed from contract
back into status. 8 )

Mass Culture

One feature of free market life
which receives far too little atten-
tion from most of the market's de-
fenders is the problem of mass
culture. Ortega y Gasset's Revolt
of the Masses spelled it out. In a
culture that is officially demo-
cratic, and which grants to the
common man enormous influence
— because its methods of produc-
tion grant him enormous, histori-
cally unprecedented wealth — how
can that culture maintain its spirit-
ual, educational, intellectual foun-
dations? Wilhelm Röpke, probably
more than any other free market
economist, concerned himself with
this question. Does the most effi-
cient technique actually serve men
best in each and every instance?
Were the conservative cultural
critics correct in pointing to the
debasement of their culture? Does
mass production lead to the crea-
tion of a mass man — a man who
neither understands nor appreci-
ates the benefits of the market?

8 Morris C. Shumiatcher, "Status:
End Product of Welfare," The Freeman,
May, 1972, pp. 297-315.
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Röpke's Humane Economy and
Schumpeter's Capitalism, Social-
ism and Democracy set forth the
problem very well, but the answers
in both books are pessimistic. Pro-
fessor Mises did not often write
about this question, but in the one
case where he did, he was rather
pessimistic :

Whatever is to be said in favor of
correct logical thinking does not
prove that the coming generations of
men will surpass their ancestors in
intellectual effort and achievements.
History shows that again and again
periods of marvelous mental accom-
plishments were followed by periods
of decay and retrogression. We do
not know whether the next genera-
tion will beget people who are able to
continue along the lines of the gen-
iuses who made the last centuries
so glorious. We do not know anything
about the biological conditions that
enable a man to make one step for-
ward in the march of intellectual ad-
vancement. We cannot preclude the
assumption that there may be limits
to man's further intellectual ascent.
And certainly we do not know
whether in this ascent there is a
point beyond which the intellectual
leaders can no longer succeed in con-
vincing the masses and making them
follow their lead.°

Today, in fact, the problem is as
9 Mises, The Historical Setting of the

Austrian School of Economics ( New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.: Arlington House, 1969),
p. 38.

much the fault of the failure of
the leaders to understand basic
principles as it is the fault of the
masses. The free market is not
some fully autonomous, self-sup-
porting, self-generating, self-sus-
taining mechanism. It is the prod-
uct of acting, thinking, planning
men. If they do not know how the
economy works — and no serious
economist has ever argued that
all participants must understand
it in order for it to work — then
there is only one defense possible :
the majority of men must, on
principle, leave their fellow men
free to act, think, and plan. They
may not grasp the nature of the
process by which the actions of
productive individuals are fused
into a coherent, self-correcting
economic system. They may not
understand the theory of marginal
utility. They may not be able to
spell out the theory of free trade.
But unless they are willing to
affirm that principle which every
man can grasp — that each man is
responsible for his actions, and
that therefore each man should be
given the right to work out his
salvation with fear and trembling
— then the magnificent construct
known as the free market economy
will, in the image of "Mission
Impossible," self-destruct. There
are no economic fruits without
moral roots.

By focusing on economics as if
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it were the "science, of wealth"
rather than the science of human
action and human choice, the clas-
sical economists did a great dis-
service to the cause of freedom.
They made the case of the con-
servative anti-market critics that
much more reasonable. There is
more to life than material con-
sumption; there is more to life
than the question of economic effi-
ciency. Economic man was an in-
tellectual construct, but too many
economists and too many readers
of economic literature failed to
see that this construct was and is
limited. It can explain some fea-
tures of life ; it can hardly ex-
plain them all. The economic man
was a stick man, and he made a
marvelous target for the critics of
capitalism, both conservatives and
socialists, who saw their opponents
as narrow-minded, materialistic,
immoral, uncharitable, destructive
churls.

Expanding Human Choice

The defense of the market
should be made in terms of its
implications for human choice.
The free market expands human
choice. It enables men to become
more productive. In doing so, it
increases their power and there-
fore their responsibility. At first,
it may seem to limit men's choices
— only black Model T's — but in
reality it has expanded them —

black Model T's rather than no
car at all. As productivity in-
creases, men's options increase.
Since they have increased their
range of options, they have simul-
taneously increased their obliga-
tions. Like all blessings, this too is
a burden.

Sadly, some modern economists,
at least in their published ma-
terials, are as naive as the nine-
teenth-century economists. They
seldom consider the grave politi-
cal and sociological implications
of increased wealth. They do not
understand that in today's world,
a productive worker (from jani-
tor to scientist) who fails to
acknowledge the restraints —
moral restraints — necessary to
preserve a free market economy,
is like a child playing with a
loaded pistol. He is armed (with
the vote) and should be considered
extremely dangerous. He has the
power to vote for men promising
to relieve him of his responsibili-
ties — thereby relieving him of his
power and wealth, he never seems
to understand. Men seem to resent
the burdens of responsibility as
they grow more wealthy, and this
is the surest guarantee that they
will not grow wealthy forever.

Men make choices. They have
ideas. They are responsible. If
their ideas are such that they are
convinced that the political au-
thorities can best handle the re-
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sponsibiilties of life, then their
ideas will lead them into bondage,
precisely because they are respon-
sible and they do have the power
of choice. Pontius Pilate had the
power of choice. He chose to "wash
his hands" of all personal respon-
sibility, as if power can be so
lightly abandoned. Röpke and
Schumpeter were quite correct in
their concern for our society :
mass man, especially State-edu-

cated mass man, has been granted
wealth beyond the dreams of Pilate
(who never had the opportunity
to see reruns of the Beverly Hill-
billies in full color) . Economic
efficiency, in and of itself, guaran-
tees nothing morally or culturally.
It only guarantees that more and
more men will possess greater and
greater options. We should nei-
ther underestimate nor overesti-
mate the blessings of efficiency.

THOSE who distrust governments
are right. For governments every-
where undertake to do many things
that cannot be done by governments
— least of all by democratic gov-
ernments — and they even under-
take to do some things that can-
not be done at all, either by gov-
ernmental or nongovernmental
means. Governments readily prom-
ise good incomes, good health, good
morals, good taste, and good re-

Mr. Wannis is Chancellor of the Universuty of
Rochester. These are excerpts from his remarks
at the 124th Annual Commencement, May 12,
1974.

lations among individuals. They
promise equality, justice, toler-
ance, and safety, as well as peace,
progress, prosperity, and purity,
and even truth, goodness, beauty,
and salvation. They attempt to
protect us from our own follies —
from the folly of smoking tobacco
or marijuana, from the folly of
watching indecent movies, from
the folly of selling too cheap or
buying too high, from the folly of
buying too cheap or selling too
high, from the folly of wasting our
money, from the folly of failing to
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fasten seat-belts, from the folly of
buying pills in containers that can
be opened by children or arthrit-
ics, and from the folly of setting
the wrong temperature on the
laundry machine. The list is end-
less in number, infinite in detail,
and growing exponentially.

It is a striking paradox that the
more people distrust the govern-
ment, the more powers and respon-
sibilities they heap upon it, many
of the new powers being designed
to counterbalance other powers
that the government already has.
The more powers the government
has, the more ruthless, corrupt,
and pervasive become the efforts
to control those powers, the more
numerous and harmful become the
failures of the government, and
the smaller becomes the respect

and confidence that the govern-
ment receives or deserves.

The appropriate remedy for ex-
cessive governmental powers, for
abuses of governmental powers,
for ruthlessness and corruption in
gaining control of governmental
powers is not to create new gov-
ernmental powers but to disman-
tle those that now exist. Return
the power to the people. Give each
individual the right and the re-
sponsibility for making his own
free choices and decisions. Inevit-
ably, some individuals will make
unwise decisions, even decisions
that harm other people ; but in the
long run the harm done in this way
is likely to be neither as great in
the aggregate nor as hard to cor-
rect as the harm done by over-gov-
ernment.

We Owe It to Ourselves

INDIVIDUALISM suggests the idea that if a living is owed a man, he
is both the creditor and the debtor. He must collect and he must
pay. All he has a right to expect from society is that it will not
intervene between cause and effect to his prejudice. To be as-
sured of this he must be assured against political interventions. He
is entitled to all he produces, but outside himself there is no power
that can ethically produce for him.

E. C. RIEGEL, Planned Prosperity



"What the witch was to medieval man, the capitalist is
to the socialists and communists, the speculator is to most
politicians and statesmen: the embodiment of evil."

Hans F. Sennholz

ONCE AGAIN the guns of public
criticism are trained upon specu-
lators. Legislative committees are
hearing testimony about their ac-
tivities; governmental officials are
denouncing them. Why are specu-
lators so often under attack? Bor-
rowing from the old-fashioned
western — why are speculators in-
variably portrayed as wearing
black hats?

One reason for the tarnished
image of the speculator today is
the widespread misunderstanding
about who speculators are. To
many people, a speculator is a
crafty, cold, professional, standing
against a Wall Street backdrop.
Granted, a gathering of specu-
lators would include professionals.
But, just as clearly, it would in-
clude many amateurs. Several
years ago the occupations of per-

Professor Sparks is Chairman of the Division
of Economics & Business Administration, Hilns-
dane Connege, Hinnsdale, Michigan.
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sons who held futures contracts
on the New York Sugar Exchange
during a typical day were dis-
closed. Of the nearly 1700 specu-
lators who owned contracts, only
about 12 per cent could be termed
professionals, i.e. connected with
the sugar industry or other pro-
fessional speculation. The remain-
ing contract holders were house-
wives, retired persons, engineers,
retail proprietors, and members of
other occupational groups. 1 A re-
cent survey of traders in frozen
orange juice concentrate futures
showed that "executives, engi-
neers, accountants, doctors and the
like accounted for some 40 per
cent of the long side of the mar-
ket."" Admittedly, in terms of
business volume, professional
speculators outdistance amateurs.
But the professional image of the
speculator obscures the fact that
many ordinary people fall into this
category. (An attempt can be
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made to see every human action
from the viewpoint of the uncer-
tainty inherent in it. Every act
could therefore have a speculative
dimension ; every actor could be
said to be a speculator. However,
as used hereafter, the word spec-
ulator refers to the narrower con-
cept of a promoter, pacemaker,
venturesome leader, whose eager-
ness, drive, initiative compel eco-
nomic improvements.) Before one
sets out to brand speculators as
"bad guys," one should be aware
that he unknowingly may be out-
fitting his own friends, neighbors,
and, perhaps, himself in black
hats.

The Common image

Many are uninformed about who
speculators are, but even more
people misunderstand what they
do. The following picture of spec-
ulators is a commonly held one :

Speculators actually do very little;
they do not work for a living in the
traditional sense. They keep strange
hours. They sit staring at stock ticker-
tapes, money market quotations, a
company's annual report, or the fi-
nancial page of the newspaper. They
operate on the basis of hunches and
great doses of luck. They are little
better than gamblers. Speculators
are not producers of goods. They do
not add to the total wealth. Instead,
they merely take a cut off the top
of what others produce. They are

parasitic, enriching themselves at the
expense of others.3

In trying to analyze the preced-
ing portrait, it becomes clear that
many of the assertions are mere
gossipy bits of "conventional wis-
dom." Consider the charge that
speculation involves very little
work of the traditional kind, un-
orthodox hours, and peculiar man-
ners of behavior. Speculators in
stocks, bonds and commodities are
indistinguishable from other busi-
nessmen on the basis of their
hours. Moreover, one's schedule
says nothing very conclusive about
whether one "works" or not. What
counts is the worker's ability to
produce the end product, not the
regularity of his hours. 4 Are odd
business mannerisms really dis-
played by speculators ? The asser-
tion is little more than a vulgar
occupational slur undeserving of
recognition or response. After one
studies the speculator, it becomes
apparent that most of what he
does is purposeful, reasonable, and
understandable. Only to the un-
initiated or ignorant do the actions
of speculators seem bizarre.

Lucky Guessers or
Information Gatherers?

Another subtler plaint against
speculators is the claim that their
unorthodox hunch-playing disqual-
ifies them as true "workers." Hon-
est mental effort, say these critics,
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is work, but, just as certainly,
"lucky guessing" is not. The most
glaring problem with such a posi-
tion is its gross inaccuracy. Few,
if any speculators rely solely on
chance or hunch. Professionals,
especially, consult elaborate infor-
mation sources before making final
decisions. Economists often say
that they incur "trading costs."
There are market indexes to con-
sult, price-earnings ratios to fig-
ure, and laboratory findings on
newly developed products to re-
view. One international speculator
illustrated the breadth of his
search for information when he
said : "One has to know exactly
what is going on, whether Mr.
Nasser has a cold, or whether Mr.
Dayan is aggressive, or whether
the discount rate in Holland is
about to be raised. . . . So one has
to watch everything, even if it is
unimportant at first glance." 5

Alertness to information is the
speculator's lifeblood. 6 About two
years ago there were times when
soybean speculators anxiously
awaited news from such unlikely
sources as Peruvian fishing vil-
lages. The reason? Shortages of
soybeans had developed. Fishmeal
competes with soybean meal as
animal feed. The fish "crop" has
to be assessed in order to give
speculators some idea of the value
of existing stores of soybeans.?
Speculators demand all sorts of

data, from evanescent market ru-
mors, to sophisticated professional
analyses — all in an effort to make
their evaluations of the future
more "scientific."

Despite ambitious information
gathering, the "good guess" and
the "right hunch" play an im-
portant part in speculation. Ama-
teurs and professionals alike ac-
knowledge the influence of intu-
ition on their actions. In numerous
instances "cold hard facts" are
hard to come by, if they exist at
all. Take for instance just two
questions to which speculators
must try to give answers : What
will low temperatures do to the
Florida citrus crop? Will the
Wankel engine replace the conven-
tional piston engine? Informative
data are slim. The answers exist
in the realm of the highly un-
certain. It is in just such circum-
stances that the speculator must
rely on his sensitivity to the fu-
ture. As others possess musical
ability, a way with words, or
athletic prowess, the successful
speculator is likely to be the own-
er of a keen intuitive sense. Uti-
lized, this intuitive ability per-
forms a profound service to all
members of the economic com-
munity. Intuitively guided judg-
ments help to allocate, conserve,
and distribute scarce economic re-
sources, so that consumer satis-
faction is maximized. The specu-
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lator should be recognized for his
significant role as a "future-shock
absorber" or even a kind of eco-
nomic sage. (The word "speculate"
is derived from the Latin word
"specere" meaning "see.") One
would expect high regard for the
gift of intuition. On the contrary,
an undercurrent of disrespect for
this part of the speculative de-
cision is widespread.

Respectable Gamblers?

A related but slightly different
charge is that the speculator is
little more than a gambler. What
is the difference, it is said, be-
tween putting money on the run of
a horse and putting money on the
future price of wheat? Are not
speculators merely respectable
gamesters ? That both gambling
and speculation contain elements
of uncertainty cannot be denied.
But, the similarity ends there. The
gambler risks his money on arti-
ficially contrived uncertainty. He
does not transact his business with
real-world hazards. The unknowns
which he confronts are the crea-
tions of the casino, the slot ma-
chine, and the gaming table. They
are brought into existence to di-
vert and entertain.

The speculator, on the other
hand, operates in the world of
naturally existing uncertainty.
While the enigmas of the dimly lit
future hold his fellows immobile,

the speculator clearly discerns un-
noticed opportunities for profits
and alertly exploits them. 8 Where-
as the gambler is attentive to the
world of artificial indeterminacy,
the speculator keeps an economic
vigil over the real, uncontrived
future. Therefore, to use gambling
terminology to describe specula-
tion is confusing and inaccurate.
Yet, even a noted financial review
encourages the continuation of
such a practice when it illustrates
an article about orange juice spec-
ulation with the picture of dice
being rolled out of an overturned
orange juice can.9

Do Speculators Provide

Useful Services?

The gnawing question which un-
derlies many of the complaints
already mentioned remains : What
useful service do speculators pro-
vide ? One well-known defender of
the speculator's activities, Frank
H. Knight, has described him as
an uncertainty bearer.è¹º  According
to this view, the speculator bears
unmeasurable risks, that is, un-
certainties, while the insurer bears
measurable risks. The distinction
can be shown by an example. Sup-
pose that a businessman opens a
retail clothing store. An insurance
company will be able to provide
him with fire insurance on his
building, for the likelihood of a
fire disaster is a measurable risk.
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The distribution of the outcome
in a group of instances is known.
The premiums paid by the cloth-
ing store owner and other busi-
nessmen are calculated to cover
losses which occur. However, if
the retailer seeks insurance
against his inability to sell the
store's merchandise to customers,
he will find the insurance company
unable to write the policy. The
possibility of a business loss is an
uncertainty because its occurrence
is so unique as to be unmeasur-
able. It is "risk" which the insurer
cannot calculate and therefore can-
not bear. This is exactly the sort
of burden which the speculator
shoulders. Returning to our ex-
ample, if the retailer wants to
avoid bearing the uncertainty of
profitable resale, he may be able
to convince the distributor to
"sell" him the goods on consign-
ment. If the distributor consents
to consign the merchandise, he
becomes a speculator. By agreeing
to take back the items which re-
main on the retailer's rack at the
season's end, he bears an uncer-
tainty. More commonly, of course,
the retailer will not rely upon an-
other to bear the uncertainty of
whether or not his goods will sell.
Instead, he will assume a specu-
lative role by purchasing the mer-
chandise himself.

Perhaps the most lucid analysis
of the speculator's activities has

been advanced by Mises" and ex-
panded by Kirzner.¹² The specu-
lator, according to this view, is an
entrepreneur who is alert to hith-
erto unnoticed profit opportuni-
ties." He is attentive, watchful,
vigilant. He "anticipates better
than other people the future de-
mand of the consumers"" and acts
accordingly. When the price which
the consumer will pay for the end
product promises to be higher than
the total factor costs, then latent
profits exist. The speculator per-
ceives these unrecognized oppor-
tunities and exploits them.

Using the Austrian approach,
one can re-analyze the earlier ex-
ample of the clothing retailer. If
he anticipates that the prices
which customers will pay for
suits, ties, and shirts will be great-
er than his factor costs, and acts
upon that belief, he becomes a
speculator. Others are free to pur-
chase the factors and reap the
profits, but they are not entre-
preneurially alert to the opportun-
ities which are apparent to the
retailer-speculator.

The Austrian explanation points
out that the speculator profits
only when he correctly anticipates
future constellations of demand
and supply in the market. 15 His
activities reorient production
toward those goods and services
for which consumer demand is
more intense and away from less
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intense demands. In essence, the
speculator is an untiring expediter
of desired economic production.

It is clear that while the
Knightians emphasize uncertainty
bearing, the Misesians emphasize
entrepreneurial alertness. How-
ever, both positions cast the spec-
ulator in a favorable light. Both
view him as beneficial. Both con-
clude that his contributions to the
economy would be sorely missed if
he suddenly failed to function.

So far the speculator has been
discussed in general. He has been
found to have an important and
benevolent economic role to play.
The bulk of modern antispecula-
tive opprobrium, however, has
been directed at specific kinds of
speculative activity, especially,
money speculation, land specula-
tion, and commodity speculation.
They therefore deserve separate
consideration.

Money Speculation

Money speculators, in the opin-
ion of many, are the worst of the
black-hatted ones. Their treatment
during the German hyperinflation
is typical. Government officials
and the press villified speculators
who fled from the mark to other
currencies. These pecunious ones,
warned the newspapers, had
gained a vested interest in the
mark's continued depreciation.
They were beseiging the foreign

exchange markets, claimed the
state bank president. They put
personal interests above country,
offered another source. 16

But, attacks on speculators have
not been limited to foreign soils
or other times. In response to the
August, 1971, "monetary crisis,"
our own President said: ". . . the
speculators have been waging an
all-out war on the American dol-
lar. . . . Accordingly, I have di-
rected the Secretary of the Treas-
ury to take the action necessary
to defend the dollar against the
speculator. I am determined that
the American dollar must never
be a hostage in the hands of the
international speculators." 17 What
activities would inspire such sen-
timents? What do money specu-
lators do?

Essentially they buy and sell
the currencies of different coun-
tries. When the speculator expects
the value of a currency to go up,
he purchases it — goes "long" in it.
On the other hand, if he expects
the exchange rate (value) of a
currency to fall, he will go "short"
in the currency by selling it in
the forward market (futures mar-
ket), or exchanging it immediately
for other more promising cur-
rencies. How does such rational
trading qualify speculators for
black hats? Actually in untroubled
times, when only moderate changes
in currency values are called for,
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speculators are largely able to
avoid criticism. Their activities
are regarded as tending to dimin-
ish the gap between the highest
and lowest exchange prices. Dur-
ing these times, observers do not
lose sight of the fact that ex-
change rates are determined as
much by the "bulls" of the market
as by the "bears." 18 Even those
inclined to view speculators with
distrust consider mild speculative
activities as benign and "stabiliz-
ing." However, if monetary poli-
cies of rapid inflation are em-
barked upon and, consequently,
speculators' positions become in-
creasingly pessimistic, then their
denunciation can be expected.
Speculators are causing the de-
cline, it will be charged, or if they
are not the cause, at least spec-
ulators are sending exchange
rates to unwarrantedly low levels.

No Coercive Power

To the first charge — that the
short-selling speculator causes a
decline — it can only be said that
short sales are the short seller's
forecast of the demand for a cur-
rency. However, the short-selling
speculator has no power to coerce
the agreement of others who are
buying and selling in the market.19
"Speculation does not determine
prices ; it has to accept the prices
that are determined in the market.
Its efforts are directed to correctly

estimating future price-situations,
and to acting accordingly. "2°

What of the assertion that spec-
ulators "pile on" to falling prices,
thereby driving them to low lev-
els? When depreciation becomes
so clear that many amateurs enter
the market, exchange rates may
be temporarily depressed to a
point that is not found to be
justified when subjected to the
seasoned reflection of the profes-
sional. Readjustment upward will
be aided by the actions of experi-
enced speculators who will help to
return the currency to a realistic
value.21

It has been noted that during
severe currency declines the ranks
of speculators will be swelled by
amateurs. A portion of these neo-
phytes will be businessmen who
seek a haven for their capital,
safe from the ravages of paper
money depreciation. Capital con-
version of this sort is also attacked
by the government as harmful to
the nation. But, the avoidance of
capital destruction, even when it
involves deserting the currency
of the realm, is a benefit to the
nation's capital fund, not a detri-
ment. Those who take precautions
to conserve capital are not the
foes of their fellow citizens, but
their benef actors.22

Recriminations against money
speculators are "side shows" pre-
sented to divert attention from
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real causes. The speculative activi-
ties of the black-hatted ones come
under attack because they are irri-
tating thorns in the sides of gov-
ernmental money managers. These
officials wish to continue their pa-
per money profligacy without
being called to account by the
forces of depreciation. It is pre-
cisely because the speculator ex-
poses the bankruptcy of their shal-
low schemes that he is labeled the
"cause" of the decline. Conven-
iently ignored by the authorities
are their own inflationary excesses
which actually precipitate the
downward revaluation of the na-
tional currency. The arbitrary,
fickle activities of the state bank,
including the artificial "bull" ma-
neuvers to support its own cur-
rency's value, are the prime causes
of decline and depreciation.

Land Speculation

Land speculators have always
managed to inspire a great deal
of invective. Undoubtedly, some
distrust is due to the notoriety
which fraudulent land schemes
have received. To the fair-minded
it should be obvious that legiti-
mate land speculation and land
fraud are entirely different things.

But, if the aura of fraud which
often surrounds land transactions
is dispelled, there nevertheless re-
mains a residue of suspicion about
land speculators. No small amount

of this lingering distrust is at-
tributable to the prevailing view
of western land sales in the United
States during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.

One of the themes emphasized
by the most widely read authority
on the subject of the western lands
is the detrimental impact of "spec-
ulation" and "land monopoliza-
tion." According to his writing,
large scale speculators "preyed"
upon the land, "engrossed" land,
outbid settlers, and so forth. They
preceded the settlers to the Amer-
ican frontier, purchased the "best
lands," virtually forcing settlers
to buy at their prices. Moreover,
the black-hatted ones were the per-
petrators of fraudulent schemes
designed to add blocks of land to
their already monopolistic hold-
ings. 23

Fortunately, interpretations
which oppose the prevailing anti-
speculative position are being ad-
vanced by such economic histor-
ians as Douglas C. North. He
points out several things. First,
speculators should not be regarded
as having been primarily large
scale dealers. "Many a farmer
bought more land than he could
possibly cultivate, with the idea
of holding it for a rise in value."24
Speculators should not be regarded
as having been members of a
separate entrepreneurial class in
conflict with an agrarian class as
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is implied by the prevailing view.
Instead, entrepreneur and agra-
rian were often one.

Next, even though land specula-
tors themselves were far from
"public spirited," their actions
were economically beneficial. The
reason for this is relatively simple.
The speculator purchased what he
believed would become productive
land. The price he offered was
higher than prices offered by other
bidders who failed to see its high
yield potential. His purchase re-
moved the land from commitment
to inferior productive uses con-
templated by the other bidders. If
the speculator were correct in his
forward-looking valuation, other
purchasers would soon appear who
would be willing to pay a higher
price for the parcel precisely be-
cause they expected to use the land
in a highly productive way. Un-
intentionally, the land speculator
helped to shift land resources to
their most fruitful uses and away
from less fruitful ones.25

The charge of "land monopoliza-
tion" by speculators is an un-
founded one. "There is no mean-
ingful sense in which a monopoly
of land existed at any time in the
nineteenth century. In fact, avail-
ability is the one clearly evident
characteristic of the opening up of
the public domain. There were
immense amounts of land continu-
ously available from a large num-

ber of different sources." 26 How-
ever, large tracts of land were put
beyond the reach of settlers by
Congress. Of the public lands ap-
propriated between 1789 and 1904,
over half of the acreage was re-
served either to the Federal gov-
ernment or granted to the states
and railroads. 27 The policies of the
national legislature, not the ac-
tions of speculators, came the
closest to creating large land hold-
ings in the hands of a few. For-
tunately, the railroads and the
states sold off tracts of land into
private hands, thus assuring their
economic use.

Finally, the claim is made that
speculators regularly engaged in
fraud to obtain land. Though
there is no justification for fraud,
it is a fact that many of the illegal
transactions were encouraged by
the gross unworkability of the
government land laws. The basic
theory underlying the laws was
that ownership should be awarded
only to actual occupiers of land
parcels and even then there was a
limit on the parcel size. 28 In many
instances continuous occupancy
required by law was not econom-
ically justified. Consequently, spec-
ulators, settlers, and others par-
ticipated in fraudulent schemes
which appeared to comply with the
land laws in order to obtain larger
parcels than would be allowed to
a single "occupier."

a
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By prior agreement, some set-
tlers made homestead "entries"
and then sold immediately to spec-
ulators. With the cooperation of
land officials, "dummy entries"
were often made for homesteaders
who did not exist. The land was
then assigned to speculators.29 In
Nebraska a house on wheels was
moved from claim to claim to ful-
fill the house building require-
ment. 30 One need not condone
fraud to appreciate the economic
benefit which resulted from the
creation, by speculators, of land
units which were a productive
size.

Whenever land is able to be
owned by people and wherever
there are changes in land values,
there will be speculative profits
and losses made. Nothing short
of destroying the right to buy and
to sell will deter men from alertly
purchasing parcels which they
consider underpriced or selling
those which they consider over-
priced. Ultimately, opponents of
land speculation must favor re-
strictions on the very rights which
are the essence of ownership.

Commodity Speculators

In ever-increasing numbers ob-
servers are blaming speculators in
commodities — those raw products
which are traded on organized
markets—for the increasing prices.
About fifty different commodities

are traded world-wide today, rang-
ing from Idaho potatoes to soy-
bean meal from platinum to ply-
wood. 31 The modus operandi of a
commodity speculator is similar
to that of other speculators. He
evaluates the likelihood that fu-
ture prices will be different from
current prices and buys or sells
accordingly.

His buying and selling generally
accomplish several benefits. First,
he bears the uncertainty of future
prices so that others who do not
wish to shoulder such a burden
may escape it. For example, a
wheat farmer may decide to sell
his wheat crop to the grain eleva-
tor owner. By so doing the farmer
makes a decision to allow the grain
elevator owner to take on the un-
certainty of future grain prices.
Though the farmer's investment in
labor, land, and capital contains a
genuine element of speculation it-
self, nevertheless, at the harvest
he may wish to allow another to
take up the speculative burden.
On the other side of the sale, the
grain elevator owner buys because
he is alert to what he believes will
be higher future prices.

Secondly, if a catastrophe re-
duces the expected supply of a
commodity, the speculator may re-
move from the market a portion of
the commodity in anticipation of
higher prices. By speculating, he
is helping to moderate the current
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use of the good and to allocate the
reduced supply into the grain-
scarce future. His trading helps
to mitigate the effects of commod-
ity shortfalls on the consumer.

Perplexingly, commodity traders
draw criticism from the very
groups which they benefit — con-
sumers and primary producers.
The consumers of products which
contain raw commodities often ir-
rationally blame the speculator for
being the primary cause of the
reduced supplies. The truth is that
being merely a buyer or seller, he
neither increases nor decreases the
total amount of the commodity.
He merely spreads the good over
time.32

Primary producers, such as far-
mers, who sell to the speculator,
often begrudge him the profits
which he receives when the price
of the commodity rises. Such a
position is grossly unfair. The
original sale was presumably con-
summated because the producer
and the speculator perceived the
future configuration of prices dif-
ferently. As the future became the
present, the speculator's view was
borne out. However, that is surely
no proper reason to deprive the
speculator of his profits. The pro-
ducer's brazen covetousness is re-
vealed by his unwillingness to
support the logical converse of his
position. He is not found to advo-
cate his own indemnification of

the speculator who experiences
losses when commodity prices dip.

Recently the prices of commod-
ities have been more volatile than
usual. Predictably this behavior
has been ascribed to the evil ma-
chinations of speculators. In real-
ity, several factors have influenced
commodity prices. (1) New inter-
ests, foreign and domestic, have
sought commodity futures con-
tracts as hedges against the shaky
state of national currencies. (2)
Gigantic government to govern-
ment commodity deals have helped
to send markets into gyrations
which would be the envy of any
private "manipulator." (3) infla-
tionary monetary policies have
compounded the uncertainty of fu-
ture commodity prices. Character-
istically, instead of seeking to
stabilize the purchasing power of
the domestic currency, instead of
trying to encourage the adoption
of a sound international money,
congressional committees are seek-
ing to create a new Federal agency
similar to the Securities and Ex-
change Commission to police com-
modity trading. 33 Controlling the
black-hatted ones is seen as a sig-
nificant part of the answer to
commodity market fluctuations.

Conclusion

It is not necessary to attribute
personal goodness to the individ-
ual speculators of the past and
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the present. Their motivation was
and is self-gain. However, by their
efforts as alert entrepreneurs,
they have continually perfected
the operations of the market ;
they have borne the burdens of
the uncertain future. In essence,
they have constituted the very sen-
sitive fingers of the invisible hand.
It is time that they be allowed to
escape the moral stigma under
which they have labored, to with-
draw from the dark shadow of
obloquy, and to don white hats!
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IN THE April, 1974, issue of The
Freeman, Roger Donway considers
and dismisses Irving Kristol's con-
tention that since the free market
must allow anti-market views it,
so to speak, "contains the seeds of
its own destruction." A similar but
far more subtle danger to the free
market pervades our society.

The attitude to which I refer is
epitomized starkly in a commercial
sponsored by the American Sav-
ings and Loan Association : "This
bank is for the business side of
me and this bank is for the human
side of me." Perhaps this seems
harmless enough ; after all, the
savings banks are just trying to
improve their "image" and to em-
phasize that their goal is really to
be humane in the popular sense
of that word — to help humanity.
But there is a widespread practice
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here, merely illustrated in this ad-
vertisement, which deals two
blows at the very roots of free
enterprise.

The first danger is a separation
between the business and human
functions of certain individuals,
and thus between business enter-
prises and other human activities.
The second danger lies in the no-
tion that the way to sell a product
at a profit is to promulgate the
idea that the business is engaged
in a humanitarian program of im-
proving the general good. These
two ideas not only are contrary to
the best interests of both producer
and consumer, but also are at
cross purposes with each other.
For the first leads to putting busi-
ness outside the moral realm, and
the second to an impossible con-
ception of business morality.

The division of human beings
into "businessmen" and "others,"
or the separation of the business-
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man's role as such from his human
(all other) capacities, supports
the popular myth that those en-
gaged in producing and selling
goods are authorized by "the sys-
tem" to do anything in order to
make a profit. Thus, free enter-
prise, its critics say, allows for
and even promotes, dishonesty, ex-
ploitation, theft (of trade secrets,
for example), irresponsibility,
stinginess, or whatever, as long as
making a buck is the result. This
is the force of Irving Kristol's
dismay with the moral philosophy
underlying the free enterprise sys-
tem. If he could profit from it,
there is, according to Kristol, no
moral restraint which could keep
the entrepreneur from investing
in anti-market literature.

But this is not so. Donway ably
pointed out one problem with this
view, and I would like to exhibit
another. Any individual engaged
in the various facets of financing,
planning, producing, and selling
goods and services is — cannot be
other than — a human being. What
follows from this is that the gen-
eral moral principles which are
valid for all human beings are
equally valid for businessmen. Of
course, different ones may apply;
for instance, the businessman may
never have occasion to exhibit
courage as might a soldier, nor
may the steel worker have occa-
sion to practice the virtue of truth

in advertising. As long as there is
human action, all human virtues
are valid, however relevant to dif-
fering circumstances, occupations,
and the like.

The Role of the Law

I want to point out that this im-
plication of business action as
human action does not further im-
ply that "there ought to be a law."
That is, the moral uprightness of
businessmen ought not be the sub-
ject of special legislation, any
more than there should be special
laws concerning how you behave
during your leisure time, in social
interaction, toward the ones you
love, and so on. To enact such laws
is to destroy freedom, to under-
mine the foundation of morality.

The function of law is not to
force morality — a contradiction —
but to protect people's rights. To
put it another way, the law ought
to ensure the conditions for free
enterprise by making explicit each
person's sphere of action and by
assuring proper recourse for harm
done. Thus, with respect to busi-
nessmen, the law should allow
each to produce whatever he likes,
but not allow him to force people
to buy or use his product. The law,
then, would concern itself with
such matters as enforcement of
contracts, compensation for injury
due to faulty labeling, violation of
property rights (including, con-
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ceivably, air and water pollution) ;
but it would not engage in forcing
producers to solve the ills of so-
ciety. (A pernicious example of
the latter is the recent legislation
requiring Detroit auto makers to
install pollution control devices,
rather than holding the consumer
accountable for damages resulting
from his activities.)

Perhaps this attempted separa-
tion of "business" and "human"
can be traced to the popularity of
sociological theories which explain
all human action in terms of di-
verse roles. Thus, while at the of-
fice one part is played, at home or
at a party another, and never the
twain shall meet. Although this
may help us understand why the
separation is attempted, it does
not excuse it or make it any less
harmful. The perpetuation of such
a view plays right into the hands
of those critics of free enterprise
who believe that the latter depends
upon and promotes immoral or, at
best, amoral behavior on the part
of those involved.

The second ruinous attitude
commonly espoused and promoted
by businessmen these days is that
their reason for existence, and
their value, derives from their de-
vising, investing in, producing,
and selling products in the inter-
est of helping humanity. This is
the utilitarian argument : since
your being engaged in making a

profit will also benefit most peo-
ple by providing them with goods
and services, you are allowed to do
so ; as a matter of fact, it is down-
right virtuous for you to do so.
Whether or not making a profit
ought to be tolerated or condoned,
per se, it is accepted as a neces-
sary function of increasing the
general good.

Guilty Until Proven Innocent!

The danger lies in the pay off,
which we witness today on all
fronts. For if profits are not justi-
fiable, but only tolerable, and the
proper goal for everyone, includ-
ing businesses, is to ensure and
work for the good of everyone else,
then profits may be denounced and
expropriated when the greater
good would seem to call for that
measure. So when prices get too
high, controls on profits can be
justified ; in the "energy crisis"
the "obvious" guilt of the oil com-
panies lies in their having made
profits ; IBM must prove to the
courts its innocence in actions in
relation to competitors because it
has shown a profit. Thus, a crucial
maxim of the American legal sys-
tem has been reversed when it
comes to business enterprises :
guilty until proven innocent.

There is, however, a justifica-
tion of profit-making which does
not rest on such a notion of the
common good. It is as right for
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the entrepreneur, the manufac-
turer, the retailer, and any others
involved in producing and selling
goods and services to make a profit
as it is for the members of the
"working class" to hire themselves
out for wages, for writers to
charge for their services, for peo-
ple to buy homes, and so forth. In
short, the justification of profit is
simply the right to private prop-
erty, the right of every human
being in virtue of being human.
Survival as a human being (that
is, as a rational, morally account-
able agent) requires that each
exist in some place and procure
some things; the place and the
things we designate by the term
property. It is right and good that
human beings act so as to secure
their own survival; and this is a
fundamental moral justification of
the right to property.

Of course, there are many ram-
ifications and details to be covered
before one would have in hand a
comprehensive argument for the
right to private property. The
point here is that such an argu-
ment exists ; it does not rely on
any "happiness of society" justi-
fication of free enterprise. The
right of the individual is justifi-
cation enough. I am not denying
that the common good will be
served by a free economic system ;
what I want to point out is that
the common good cannot serve as

an adequate justification, since it
leaves the door open to serious en-
croachments which undercut the
very foundation of that system.

Everyone Loses

Since the idea that profits take
away from the common good is so
prevalent today, it might be ar-
gued that the businessman, just
in order to survive, must create
an image of being in business to
help all. In the short run, perhaps,
there is not much to say to this
argument except that it is a pro-
liferation of unrealities. But in
the long run, reiteration and pro-
motion of this attitude can only
work to the detriment of the polit-
ical framework in which business
can flourish. It would thus work
against the best interests not only
of business, but also of consumers.

Perhaps I seem unduly harsh on
American businessmen ; I recog-
nize, however, that to a large ex-
tent they have merely acted to ac-
comodate themselves to the over-
all climate. They are unloved by
many who benefit from their exis-
tence; they have been badgered as
no other segment of society. Thus,
during the recent energy scare,
the press made (or conveyed the
public's) accusations against the
oil companies, but offered little op-
portunity for rebuttal. The oil
companies were obliged to pay for
advertisements in order to get a
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word in edgewise, and were
promptly maligned for doing so.
Moreover, since they did this de-
fensively, to protect their interest,
they were dismissed as acting
from ulterior, "selfish" motives.
Nevertheless, it clearly cannot help
for businesses to go along with all
this. The long-run consequences
are devastating; no good can come
of further miseducating the public
— or public officials.

Moreover, businessmen may be
properly criticized for their fre-
quent complicity in chipping away
at the foundation of free enter-
prise. I have in mind here calling
on government for tax breaks,
price supports, subsidies, licensing
to prevent entry of competition,
and so on. Many seem not to real-
ize the inconsistencies involved;
but for every measure instituted
by government to "help" some in-
dustry, a comparable amount of
freedom is lost. The farmers com-
plained bitterly when price con-
trols were set on beef ; but before
the year was out many were eager-
ly supporting the government's
buying of "surplus" beef in order
to sustain prices.

So, the problem is not simple; it
is not just consumers or the in-
telligentsia or the press, but busi-
nessmen themselves who fail to un-

derstand the nature of free enter-
prise. Needed is a return to the
fundamental principles of the free
market, and this is unlikely to
happen without a consistent ef-
fort on the part of businessmen to
practice and preach those princi-
ples.

It should be noted in conclusion
that this is a moral imperative.
Since it is good and right for them
to be free to work for profit, to
reap the benefits of their own in-
genuity, labor, risk-taking, then it
is wrong for them to rely on the
government (that is, on the tax-
payer) to share the burden. To do
so is not only wrong, but will
lead to the demise of the system
which leaves each individual free
to work for his own diverse ends
(which may, of course, include
cooperative ventures) . And this
implies a further moral impera-
tive: it is right for all, business-
men included, to consistently act
so as to preserve that system. And
it is wrong to call on government
for handouts, just as it is wrong
to promote business by catering
to prevailing sentiments and
myths. How can the businessman
claim to be so unjustly accused if
he persists in tightening the noose
around his own neck?



The
ENERGY CRISIS:
Alternative Futures
THE First Law of Thermodynam-
ics tells us that the energy content
of the universe is constant and
energy is always conserved. What
one really means when he speaks
of an energy shortage is that there
is a shortage of useful energy,
which is an altogether different
notion ; useful energy is a rela-
tive concept, not an absolute one
like energy.

Henry Grady Weaver points out
( The Mainspring of Human Prog-
ress, 1947) : "Nothing is actually
a 'natural resource' until after
men have made it useful to hu-
man beings. Coal was not a na-
tural resource to Julius Caesar,
nor crude oil to Alexander the
Great, nor aluminum to Ben
Franklin, nor the atom to anyone
until 1945. Men may discover use
for any substance. Nobody can
know today what may be a natural
resource tomorrow. It is not na-
tural resources, but the uses men
make of them that really count."

This is the reason we can never
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run out of natural resources in-
cluding, of course, energy ( that
is, at least until the death of the
sun). Thus, the real reason the
United States has led the world in
the Age of Power is that individ-
uals have had the freedom to cre-
ate new sources of energy and
devices for its more effective use.
These obvious points are chal-
lenged by those physical scientists
who are trying to develop what
they call a new science of futur-
ology. Such is the Club of Rome
which publishes the magazine The
Futurist. This group has also pub-
lished two books The Energy
Crisis and The Limits to Growth
which have been best sellers and
frightened many people into be-
lieving that we must go back to
the horse and buggy days because
it is impossible for life to get
progressively better.

There are many errors in these
books pointed out by many people
but the fundamental assumptions
are also in error, that is, that we
have only a limited amount of en-
ergy resources. The advocates of
this point-of-view could create a
self-fulfilling prophecy as their

495
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advocacy of a return to the days
of low energy consumption obvi-
ously cannot be accomplished with-
out governmentally restricting
personal energy consumption. Peo-
ple will not give up their Cadillacs
voluntarily. And it can easily be
seen that the governmental con-
trol of all energy destroys the
freedom and incentive of individ-
uals to develop new energy re-
sources ; thus none are developed
and we have a Limit to Growth, a
self-fulfilling prophecy. But as
long as men have the freedom to
invent and to discover, it is un-
likely that there will be any per-
manent energy crisis or shortage
of natural resources as new ones
will always be created.

This is not to say that there
cannot be short-term energy short-
ages ; as a matter of fact one of
the alternative futures I would
like to discuss below is just this
situation.

Saving the Environment

Most experts agree that one of
the proximate causes of the en-
ergy crisis is the environmental
movement. This movement led to
the delay of the Alaska pipeline,
to the installation of anti-pollution
devices on automobiles that greatly
reduce gas mileage and to the in-
stallation of industrial anti-water
pollution equipment which re-
quired a great amount of energy

to install and takes a great amount
of energy to maintain.

The problem with much of the
anti-pollution legislation is that
there is still a great deal of debate
about whether the dumping of
pollutants is harmful enough and
great enough to justify the mas-
sive social cost which it entails.
Let us not forget the mercury pol-
lution example in which it was
recommended that one eat fish
not more than once a week because
industrial dumping of mercury
into the rivers and seas was caus-
ing the mercury absorption by
fish to rise to dangerous levels. It
was later discovered that the mer-
cury level in fish is lower now than
it has been in the last 80 years,
even though the dumping of mer-
cury into the waters by industry
has increased. Thus, we have noth-
ing to fear from so-called mercury
pollution at all. At any rate the
environmental movement has
given the government justification
for greater controls on energy and
how it is used, thereby destroying
the very conditions favorable for
solving the energy crisis.

There are some solutions to the
pollution problem, however, that
maintain conditions favorable to
discovery and incentive and hence
a way out of the energy crisis.
One way is to refine our definition
of property rights. Oscar Cooley
developed this idea in the June,
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1972, Freeman. Cooley's explana-
tion is based on the fact that the
problem of pollution is usually
considered to be the primary ex-
ternality of the modern market
economy. Most proposals attempt-
ing to solve the pollution problem
have at least tacitly assumed that
the externalities involved are in-
eradicable; thus these proposals
have almost exclusively involved
nonmarket solutions to the problem.
Harold Demsetz as long ago as
1967 had suggested that a redefi-
nition of private property rights
has often, historically, served the
purpose of internalizing, that is,
bringing within the market mech-
anism, externalities of all sorts ;
Cooley applied this insight to in-
ternalize the externalities caused
by pollution.

The Case for Private Property

Cooley's argument can be para-
phrased as follows. Because of the
impossibility of making interper-
sonal utility comparisons, the
question of what constitutes a
pollutant must necessarily be
given a subjective answer. To use
Cooley's example, if a private
property owner decides to dump
sewage into his pond, he is, in es-
sence, deciding that the highest
and best use of the pond is as a
cesspool. Although an external ob-
server might look upon this use as
a polluting use, unless he is will-

ing to purchase the property to
convert it to another use, the use
to which the property is being put
must be assumed to be the one
which maximizes social utility.
The implication of Cooley's argu-
ment is that private property, by
definition, cannot be polluted.
Cooley then argues that since pri-
vate property cannot be polluted,
the conversion of public property
to private property is the tech-
nique by which the externalities of
pollution might be internalized. Al-
though Cooley recognizes that cer-
tain aspects of the pollution prob-
lem might not be solvable without
further technological innovation
(for example, the invention of the
parking meter was necessary be-
fore the owner could ration park-
ing spaces via market pricing thus
eliminating the divergence be-
tween private and social costs),
he believes that the problems of
water pollution could be solved im-
mediately by selling the inland
bodies of water to private owners.
Obviously, one of the assumptions
of Cooley's argument is that only
technical externalities, and no
theoretical ones, exist ; thus, any
externality can be brought within
the framework of the market
mechanism with a suitable tech-
nical innovation. This particular
idea would not solve the air pollu-
tion problem, but some equally
clever idea might do the job.
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This redefinition of private
property rights is one alternative
future which would not only alle-
viate the energy crisis immedi-
ately but would also create the
conditions for a discovery likely
to solve it.

Other interventions Behind the
Energy Crisis

Some of the other obvious causes
of the energy crisis include so-
called consumer protection laws,
wage and price controls, and land-
use legislation. Our system of tax-
ation also has helped create the
"energy crisis." The corporate in-
come tax has been especially im-
portant in this respect because of
its negative effect on investment.
Not only is possible expansion
capital from earnings destroyed
by taxation, but also young and
growing corporations are taxed
and hence penalized more than
corporations with accumulated
wealth, thereby giving larger cor-
porations a competitive edge. As
new and vital corporations are an
essential part of a free market
economy, this type of tax tends to
destroy free enterprise, thereby
halting economic progress. Also,
as any businessman will say, a
corporate tax lessens efficiency be-
cause the government bears part
of the loss in any inefficient in-
vestment, this being a common
method used by corporations to

lessen their tax burden in a profit-
able year by taking over a com-
pany which shows a loss.

The personal income tax also
has the effect of distorting the
choice of an individual between
present and future consumption,
favoring the former. As with the
corporate income taxes, personal
income taxes reduce an individ-
ual's incentive to invest, as he
knows the government will absorb
some of the gains.

No matter how original and
creative some of the economic
ideas to ameliorate the energy
crisis, obviously, any final solu-
tion must be a technological one.
We must develop new energy
sources. We have a limited quan-
tity of fossil fuels and even a rela-
tively limited quantity of uranium
in comparison with what our en-
ergy wants are likely to be in the
next few centuries.

If we reduced our energy con-
sumption, our actual standard of
living would not decline nearly sc
much as some believe. Some peo-
ple find it paradoxical that de-
creasing our energy use could ac-
tually increase our productivity
per unit of other resources. The
communications engineer well
knows that the "noise" in a chan-
nel increases proportionately more
than the negentropy flow with in-
creasing power. For example,
horse can convert about one horse-
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power steadily for 10 hours a day
and the average horse is about 20
to 25 per cent efficient. However,
since horses presently in the U.S.
work only 800 to 1000 hours a
year, they are only 6 to 7 per cent
efficient. A man working 50 hours
a week for 50 weeks a year de-
livers only one-fourth as much en-
ergy as a horse, but the horse
consumes 10 times as much en-
ergy. Thus, a man is two and one
half times as efficient as a horse
and the use of the horse consti-
tutes a waste of potential energy.
The horse is used, of course, be-
cause of the rate at which it can
deliver energy; during a limited
growing season this greatly in-
creases the amount of land pre-
pared for growing.

Another way of saying this is
that the hoe culture is more effi-
cient in terms of energy than the
plow culture and it is preferable
so long as energy is in short sup-
ply and labor is abundant. This is
the case in a low-energy society
being transformed from a high-
technology society such as ours.

Many people are supposedly shut
out of work because they have only
low-technology skills in a high-
technology society. These people
could be returned to productivity
in a low-energy society; thus,
total productivity could conceiv-
ably even be increased if our ener-
gy use were lowered. In this type

of society inventions which allow
for more intensive cultivation of
limited resources would be valued
and developed rather than inven-
tions which are power-dependent.
An example of this type of inven-
tion would be new fertilizers.

The point I am trying to make
here is that even if we assume the
worst — that we shall discover no
new energy sources — under no cir-
cumstances will we return to the
primitive low-technology life from
which we have come, that is, as
long as we have freedom. But I
think we will develop those new
energy sources.

Candidates for new energy
sources include nuclear fusion,
wind power, solar power, tidal
power and hydroelectric (gravita-
tion) and geothermal.

Nuclear fusion, which is the
source of the energy of the sun
and stars, as well as the hydrogen
bomb, could be a nearly unlimited
source of energy if we could con-
trol it. It depends simply on com-
bining two heavy or deuterium
nuclei into a helium nucleus. The
helium nucleus has less mass than
the two deuterium nuclei and the
missing mass has been trans-
formed into energy according to
the law

Solar power also offers tremend-
ous opportunities, as ten times as
much energy from the sun reaches
the surface of the earth each year
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as all the energy contained in all
the coal reserves of the entire
world. It seems likely that the next
few years will bring great ad-
vances in the use of all this solar
energy.

Geothermal power is now only a
speculation. There is a tremend-
ous storehouse of energy under
the surface of the earth as evi-
denced by geysers and volcanoes;
however, at present, we have no
idea of how to harness this en-
ergy.

Some even more speculative
ideas for new energy sources in-
clude using the principle of the
Foucault pendulum to obtain en-
ergy from the rotation of the
earth. How this might practically
be done is not known at present
but is, at least, a theoretical pos-
sibility.

Also a pendulum moving
through a magnetic field (such as
the earth's) will generate an elec-
trical current. Again, the principle
is sound but no appropriate tech-
nology exists.

Another possibility — which I
have further explored in a recently
published work — indicates that
even the motion of the earth
around the sun or a satellite
around the earth might be used
as a means of generating electri-
cal energy. This may be the en-
ergy-cultivating technique which
first leads to practical results.

Blessing in Disguise
The energy crisis may be a

blessing in disguise in that it has
prompted many scientists and en-
gineers to begin thinking anew
about promising sources of en-
ergy.

One might say that our society
based on fossil fuels is analogous
to the primitive food-gathering
society in which there was a lim-
ited amount of game to kill and a
limited amount of fruit to pick.
Similarly, our fossil fuels seem
limited. But how more limited life
must have seemed for the primi-
tive food gatherer who did not
realize that just around the corner
was the invention of agriculture
and a civilization based on culti-
vation. To me this seems to be
analogous to the situation we are
in. Today we are a society of
energy gatherers feeling limited
by the quantity of energy we
can gather. I think the future
holds for us a new age and civili-
zation, a civilization based by an-
alogy on energy cultivation in
which we no longer are dependent
like the food gatherer on the en-
ergy sources which occur naturally,
but rather we shall actively create
new useful energy by means of
one or more of the previously-
mentioned techniques. To live at a
time which may be the turning
point into a new civilization may
be the good fortune of us all.
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The 12-Year Sentence
IT IS NOW some thirty years since
I first read Isabel Paterson's dras-
tic attack on the compulsory public
school as a model of the totalitar-
ian state. I thought at the time
that Mrs. Paterson's fierce logic
was a little out of place. After all,
we had plenty of private schools
around in the Nineteen Forties,
and our private universities had
not yet succumbed to the habit of
running to Washington, their tin
cups in hand. My feeling was that
as long as competition between
public and private systems existed,
all would be well.

Time, however, seems to be
proving the case for Isabel Pater-
son. With our parochial schools
foundering, and our colleges trad-
ing in their institutional integrity
in return for Federal cash, the
State-supported and State-domi-
nated system is winning all down
the line. Education is not improved
thereby : the mediocre mass holds
back the students of distinction.
With a quota system of "ethnicity"
being substituted, via "affirmative
action," for excellence as a cri-
terion of pupil acceptance, the
diploma means less and less.

The State has not yet outlawed
the high school or college teaching

of such things as free enterprise
economics or a biology that tells
the truth about individual varia-
tions, but there is a subtle pre-
sumption in our school lounges
and on our campuses that political
solutions must be sought for all
our complex problems. We are be-
coming a standardized people,
ready to accept "controls" with-
out bleating. When the ultimate in-
flationary blow-off comes, we will
be doormats for our first dictator.
It will be done by way of "Welf ar-
ism" ; our Fuhrer, taking a tip
from the late Huey Long, will do
as Fascists do but will call it Pro-
gressivism.

The end results of a State-stand-
ardized educational system are be-
coming more and more apparent
even to some of our professional
"educationists." What was wildly
heterodox when Isabel Paterson
was writing is now being accepted
as common sense by a wide variety
of scholars and legal critics who
want a pluralistic society to pre-
vail. These scholars and critics are
fortunate in having a few inde-
pendent foundations such as the
Institute for Humane Studies and
the Center for Independent Edu-
cation around to support their

501
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ruminations by underwriting sym-
posiums. So we have a good book
at hand : The 12-Year Sentence,
edited by William F. Rickenbacker
(Open Court, $6.95) . The book con-
sists of papers prepared for an
education symposium held in Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin, in the Fall of
1972, with an added introduction
by Professor Benjamin A. Rogge
of Wabash College.

The Coercive Intrusion

Professor Rogge sets the scene
by conjuring up the stuff of our
daily headlines. Day in and day out
we are subjected to bitter contro-
versy over busing, sex courses, so-
cialist indoctrination, school pray-
ers, the educational role of prop-
erty taxes, the place of "relevance"
in curricula, etc., etc. None of these
controversial topics would be par-
ticularly bothersome if it weren't
for the fact that schooling is com-
pulsory from the ages of six to
sixteen. With the State absorbing
most of the available education
money, few parents can afford to
pick private schools that can really
educate children without regard
to specious standards of relevance
or whatever. So an overwhelming
proportion of our younger popula-
tion is now being subjected to what
Ben Rogge calls "the coercive in-
trusion of the collective into the
life and mind of the individual."

Professor Rogge says the whole

subject of compulsory schooling is
"ripe for rethinking," and the con-
tributors to The 12-Year Sentence
make a good beginning at the job.
Murray Rothbard, delving into the
historical origins of the idea of
compulsory attendance at State-
supported schools, tells us about
the Saxony School Plan devised by
Martin Luther and put into prac-
tice through an edict drawn up by
his disciple Melanchthon. The
Saxon and Wurttemberg systems
created under Lutheran influence
were the models for the Prussian
system of compulsory schooling. In
America, Calvinist Massachusetts
(unlike Pilgrim Plymouth) en-
acted a compulsory literacy law for
all children. The law gave judges
the power to seize the children of
recalcitrant parents and "appren-
tice" them for State instruction.

Horace Mann in Massachusetts

It was the Massachusetts system
that ultimately triumphed through-
out most of America. Mr. Roth-
bard traces the careers of the
"educationists" through their
school journals. Horace Mann, the
editor of the Common School Jour-
nal, became the first secretary of
the Massachusetts Board of Edu-
cation, and his annual reports dur-
ing the 1840s promoted the "free"
compulsory line throughout the
whole country. What Horace Mann
did in Massachusetts, Henry Bar-
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nard did in Connecticut, Calvin
Wiley in North Carolina, Caleb
Mills in Indiana, and Samuel Lewis
in Ohio. These are the big names
in the adaptation of the Prussian
system to the United States. It
was all done in the name of "de-
mocracy." But it was a "democ-
racy" with an unconscious totali-
tarian ingredient. The idea, in the
words of Samuel Lewis, was to
take a diverse population (the new
Irish, the German 'Forty-eighters,'
etc.) and mould it into "one peo-
ple."

As Mr. Rothbard says, the
moulding was not an easy process.
"The pesky Catholics," he writes,
"often insisted on establishing
their own parochial schools." But
quantitatively, the Horace Manns
achieved a great success. In 1922
the State of Oregon actually
passed a law prohibiting all pri-
vate schools and compelling all
children to go to public school.
This seemed the culmination of a
dream, but it was interrupted by
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1925.
In the Pierce v. Society of Sisters
decision, the Court declared that
"the child is not the mere creature
of the state." Mr. Rothbard notes
ironically that the Ku Klux Klan,
in pushing for the aborted Oregon
law, had made common cause with
the Horace Mann educationists.
The Pierce decision, so Mr. Roth-
bard says, points the way to a

fundamental choice : "it will," he
writes, "either be Pierce and lib-
erty or Horace Mann and the Ku
Klux Klan."

Reducing the Options

Other contributors to The 12-
Y ear Sentence — Gerrit Worm-
houdt, Robert Baker, E. G. West
— are concerned lest the American
people be cheated out of a choice
by the economics of the situation.
Our Supreme Court decisions and
our statute laws and judicial inter-
pretations may protect the public
in its ultimate right to choose be-
tween a State-supported system
and a private system of education,
but when government taxes virtu-
ally everybody at a high rate to
support public schools there is
little left for the private school.
Our inflation has made a bad situ-
ation almost incredibly worse. Our
courts have actually twisted the
First Amendment out of shape in
regard to the "freedom of re-
ligion" clause. It is a negation of
"freedom of religion" when a
State refuses to refund money, via
vouchers or remission of taxes, to
citizens who consider it part of
their religious duty to send their
children to parochial schools.

For money reasons, then, Mr.
Rothbard is not likely to see any
big showdown between Pierce and
Horace Mann and the Ku Klux
Klan. The latter are winning by
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default. The private school main-
tains its legal right to exist, but
who can afford the luxury of sup-
porting two sets of schools simul-
taneously ?

The fight was lost in Britain, ac-
cording to historian E. G. West,
through negligence. As Britain
became more wealthy in the Nine-
teenth Century, individual enter-
prise responded by developing pri-
vate education. But the State school
people had the better propaganda.
The individual, in Britain, never
managed to fight.

We'll need many more sympo-
siums and books like The 12-Year
Sentence to keep the U.S. from
going the way of Britain. There is
a formidable educationist hier-
achy, guaranteeing jobs and tenure
to teachers, to overcome if the
private school is to be saved. Tax
remission would be only a begin-
ning. But the case against com-
pulsion in education is now being
cogently stated, and that, at least,
is something.

LAW, LEGISLATION AND LIB-
ERTY. Volume 1: RULES AND
ORDER by F. A. Hayek (Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1973), 184
pages, $7.95.

Reviewed by Henry Hazlitt

DR. HAYEK'S great treatise, The
Constitution of Liberty, appeared
in 1960. In the years since then

he has continued to explore at an
even more basic level the problems
with which it dealt. The present
small volume, Rules and Order, is
projected as the first of three. It
is to be followed by a second vol-
ume dealing with The Mirage of
Social Justice, and a third treat-
ing The Political Order of a Free
Society.

Dr. Hayek may seem to be go-
ing once more over the same
ground as he did in The Consti-
tution of Liberty. In certain re-
spects he is. If he had known
when he published that book that
he was going to proceed to the
task attempted here, he confesses,
he would have reserved that title
for this successor. It is only in
the present book, he adds, that
he addresses himself to the ques-
tion : "What constitutional ar-
rangements, in the legal sense,
might be most conducive to the
preservation of individual free-
dom?"

The outstanding thesis of this
book is that "a condition of lib-
erty in which all are allowed to
use their knowledge for their pur-
poses, restrained only by rules of
just conduct of universal applica-
tion, is likely to produce for them
the best conditions for achieving
their aims."

In explaining this thesis, Dr.
Hayek elaborates more fully his
contention, which will be familiar
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to his past readers, that both eth-
ics and law had their origin in the
tendency of men to develop prac-
tices and follow rules without
clearly being aware of the social
purposes served by those rules.
"Man acted before he thought and
did not understand before he
acted." The rules on which men
acted developed over generations
of experience. Those societies in
which individuals followed supe-
rior rules increased their chances
for survival. Thus there evolved
beneficent practices and institu-
tions which, as the eighteenth-
century philosopher Adam Fer-
guson put it, were "the result of
human action but not of human
design."

Both ethics and law in their
origin emphasized the enormous
importance of acting on principle.
It was only when men did this
unswervingly that they could de-
pend on each other's actions ; that
they could avoid conflict, maxi-
mize peaceful cooperation, help
further each other's purposes, and
therefore best further their own.

A few other eighteenth-century
philosophers, outstandingly David
Hume, recognized this. But in the
nineteeth century the refusal to
recognize as binding any rules of
conduct whose justification had
not been rationally demonstrated
became an ever-recurring theme.
As a striking illustration of how

this led to immoralism, Hayek
quotes from a talk given by Lord
Keynes in 1938. Speaking about
the time, 35 years before, when he
himself was twenty, he said of
himself and his friends :

"We entirely repudiated a per-
sonal liability on us to obey gen-
eral rules. We claimed the right
to judge every individual case on
its merits, and the wisdom, expe-
rience, and self-control to do so
successfully. This was a very im-
portant part of our faith, violently
and aggressively held, and for the
outer world it was our most ob-
vious and dangerous characteris-
tic. We repudiated entirely cus-
tomary morals, conventions, and
traditional wisdom. We were, that
is to say, in the strict sense of the
term, immoralists . . . we recog-
nized no moral obligation, no in-
ner sanction, to conform or obey.
Before heaven we claimed to be
our own judge in our own case."

To which he added : "So far as
I am concerned, it is too late to
change. I remain, and always will
remain, an immoralist."

The reader will recognize in
this passage an ominous key to
the present. It is the spread of
precisely this attitude since then
to ever-widening circles that helps
to explain the moral and political
decay in the last few decades,
ranging from politicians in the
highest offices who proudly call
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themselves "pragmatists" down to
such lunatic-fringe movements as
the Symbionese Liberation Army.

Again and again Dr. Hayek em-
phasizes that "Freedom can be
preserved only by following prin-
ciples and is destroyed by follow-
ing expediency." The direct effects
of any interference with the mar-
ket order will be clear and visible
in most cases, while the more in-
direct and remote effects will
mostly be unknown and therefore
disregarded. When we decide each
issue on what appear to be its in-
dividual merits, we always over-
estimate the advantages of central
direction.

Dr. Hayek applies his principles
to ethics, politics, and law : "Law
in the sense of enforced rules of
conduct is undoubtedly coeval with
society ; only the observance of
common rules makes the peaceful
existence of individuals in society
possible." Law is older than legis-
lation. Our forefathers thought of
law as something existing inde-
pendently of human will; not as
something to be invented, but
something to be discovered.

There is not space here to elab-
orate Dr. Hayek's theme, or to
enumerate all his contributions. I
must content myself with saying
that his analysis of the origin,
nature, and function of law is one
of the most profound and enlight-
ening ever written.

I have only two criticisms of
this book. One is that Dr. Hayek's
exposition is conducted too re-
morselessly on a highly abstract
plane. One longs for concrete illus-
trations or examples, which are
almost never offered. This unre-
lieved abstractness has long been
a defect of Hayek's style; but in
his earlier books, notably The
Road to Serfdom, he more than
atoned for it by his gift for pithy
aphorism. Here he holds on to his
sentences too long and over stuffs
them with subordinate clauses.
This makes for more difficult
reading than even the profundity
of his thought can justify.

My second criticism is one of
substance. Dr. Hayek is adamantly
opposed, quite properly I think, to
what might be called ad hoc util-
itarianism. He wishes to empha-
size the importance of acting in-
flexibly in accordance with prin-
ciple, with established rules. But
he admits that ethical and legal
progress has been made possible
only by the constant "improve-
ment" of these rules. Yet he never
specifically asks, what is the cri-
terion for deciding how a partic-
ular rule is to be improved? It is
not merely consistency with other
rules. Is it not, in fact, whether
a proposed modification is likely
to have more desirable social re-
sults? And is not this a utilitarian
test? Is it not at least a form of
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"rule utilitism?" A judge in striv-
ing to interpret and perfect the
common law, no less than a moral
philosopher, must have some cri-
terion in mind. Dr. Hayek rightly
rejects all ad hoc applications of
utilitarianism, but he seems to me
possibly to have lost sight of the
need for some utilitarian test for
rules or laws themselves.

But I do not wish to overem-
phasize either of these objections.
Compared with Hayek's contribu-
tion they are minor. This is a book
of cardinal importance. It helps to
lay more solid philosophical foun-
dations for ethics, law, legislation,
and liberty.

THE LIBERTARIAN ALTERN-
ATIVE: Essays In Social and
Political Philosophy, edited by
Tibor R. Machan (Chicago: Nel-
son-Hall Company, 1974) 553 pp.
$12.50.

Reviewed by Allan C. Brownfeld

The Libertarian Alternative, a
selection of essays in social and
political philosophy, fills an im-
portant gap in the literature of
American thought.

Thirty prominent exponents of
liberatarian ideas argue from
their individual perspectives for
the restructuring of collectivist
institutional, cultural, and intel-
lectual elements to achieve the

libertarian alternative of a free so-
ciety, based on individual rights
and functioning through a free
economy.

In an essay which introduces
the reader to libertarianism, Pro-
fessor John Hospers declares that,
"The political philosophy that is
called libertarianism is the doc-
trine that every person is the
owner of his own life, and that no
one is the owner of anyone else's
life; and that consequently every
human being has the right to act
i n accordance with his own
choices, unless those actions in-
fringe on the equal liberty of other
human beings to act in accordance
with their choices."

Political theories, both past and
present, argues Hospers, "have
traditionally been concerned with
who should be the master (usually
the king, the dictator or govern-
ment bureaucracy) and who should
be the slaves, and what the extent
of the slavery should be. Liber-
tarianism holds that no one has
the right to use force to enslave
the life of another, or any portions
or aspect of that life."

To those who agree that the
rights of life and liberty are in-
deed essential, but who denigrate
the right to property, Hospers re-
plies that, "the right to property
is as basic as the other two; in-
deed, without property rights no
other rights are possible. Depriv-
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ing you of property is depriving
you of the means by which you
live . . . The right to property is
not the right to just take it from
others, for this would interfere
with their property rights. It is
rather the right to work for it,
to obtain non-coercively, the money
or services which you can present
in voluntary exchange. . . . If one
is not free to use that which one
has produced, one does not possess
the right of liberty."

In an essay entitled "The Ana-
tomy of The State," Professor
Murray Rothbard argues that the
collective term "we" has "enabled
an ideological camouflage to be
thrown over the reality of political
life. If 'we are the government,'
then anything a government does
to an individual is not only just
and untyrannical; it is also 'vol-
untary' on the part of the in-
dividual concerned. If the govern-
ment has incurred a huge public
debt which must be paid by taxing
one group for the benefit of an-
other, this reality of burden is
obscured by saying that 'we owe
it to ourselves.'"

" 'We' are not the government
. . . the government does not in
any accurate sense 'represent' the
majority of the people, but even
if it did, even if 70 per cent of the
people decided to murder the re-
maining 30 per cent, this would
still be murder and would not be

voluntary suicide on the part of
the slaughtered minority . . ."

In an essay concerning "Skin-
ner's Behaviorist Utopia," Dr.
Bruce Goldberg rejects the Skin-
nerian thesis that man does not
possess free will and is, instead,
merely a result of his conditioned
responses. For Skinner, the only
alternatives are "good control" and
"bad control." To this, Goldberg
responds : ". . . this is simply the
product of a bit of sham reason-
ing. What, one wants to ask, do
you say about the possibility of
establishing a society in which
people are not subject to a rigid
conditioning process in the hands
of 'behaviorist' engineers, but in
which they are able to encounter
many and diverse influences and
make up their own minds about
which they regard as the more im-
portant and which the less ?" Skin-
ner would reject it. Goldberg,
affirming man's unique individ-
uality, believes that anything else
would deny man's humanity.

Discussing "Involuntary Mental
Hospitalization," Dr. Thomas S.
Szasz poits out that persecution
of men and women for religious
differences, or on the basis of race,
may have been eliminated in mod-
ern Western society only to be
replaced by a new kind of perse-
cution. "Modern liberalism," he
writes, "allied with scientism, has
met the need for a fresh defense
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of oppression and has supplied a
new battle-cry : 'Health.' In this
therapeutic-meliorist view of so-
ciety, the ill form a special class
of 'victims' who must . . . be
`helped' — coercively and against
their will, if necessary — by the
healthy. .. . In the therapeutic
state toward which we appear to
be moving, the principal require-
ment for the role of big brother
may be an M.D. degree."

Contributors to this collection
include Henry Hazlitt, F. A. Har-
per, Milton Friedman, Nathaniel
Branden, Joan Kennedy Taylor,
Anne Wortham and Yale Brozen.
In seven areas of concern they
make penetrating analyses of the
relation of justice, liberty, and the
individual; the interaction of
states and societies ; the failure
of contemporary statism; the dy-
namics of free societies in for-
eign affairs ; the response of eco-
nomics to a free market; and the
prospects for and obstacles to
libertarianism.

On matters of foreign affairs
the libertarians appear especially
weak and dogmatic, seeming to
misunderstand the very real na-
ture of totalitarianism as repre-
sented in this century by Nazism,
Fascism and Communism. Accept-
ing a seemingly utopian conception
of man as good, and as being cor-
rupted by such institutions as the
state, many libertarians would

dismantle our military defenses
and, in effect, leave us naked be-
fore our enemies. They would soon
learn that such an approach would
not enhance freedom, but would
destroy it totally.

Other than this serious blind
spot, the thoughtful material in
this volume is a welcome addition
to a growing debate within the
nation about the need to redis-
cover the dynamics of a truly free
society. Libertarianism has much
to contribute to that debate, and
this volume, edited by Tibor R.
Machan, represents a significant
survey of a political and social en-
tity which, its supporters believe,
"may represent the wave of the
future."

►THE ECONOMICS OF ENERGY
— What Went Wrong and How We
Can Fix It by Roger LeRoy Miller
( New York: William Morrow &
Co., Inc., 1974, 131 pp.) $4.95

Reviewer: Robert M. Thornton

BUSINESSMEN, in popular mythol-
ogy, are all in favor of free enter-
prise. Not so! Like most other peo-
ple, they are tempted by political
favors that will spare them the
challenge of competition. They de-
nounce "unfair" competition and
argue persuasively that the priv-
ileges they want are really for the
benefit of consumers ! We must re-
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sist these flimsy arguments and
insist on really free enterprise . . .
for the consumer's sake !

This is the main thrust of Dr.
Miller's excellent little book which
teaches some important general
truths about economics while ana-
lyzing the "energy crisis." There
is a "crisis," he explains, because
we have not had a free market for
energy ; government interference
has distorted the market and as a
result we suffer from "shortages"
of energy in its several forms.

We hear congressmen denounc-
ing oil companies when it was the
government itself that extended
privileges to the industry. With
equal duplicity the oil companies
now protest government interfer-
ence, although in the past they
have sought government favors.
Government supported the price of
petroleum products by controls on
the import of inexpensive oil; and
it kept the price of petroleum prod-
ucts down by enforcing price con-
trols on the industry ! Naturally
we get a mess. As to the evils of
an international oil cartel, Miller
wisely notes that the urge to
"cheat" is unbearable in such situ-
ations and that only government
can enforce cartel allocation re-
strictions to hold down supply and
keep the price high.

Another government policy that
helps bring on an "energy crisis"
is the use of fixed rates for elec-

tricity instead of charging more
during peak periods. The regula-
tors save us from paying the true
costs of our actions — the expenses
for expanding facilities and re-
ducing environmental damages.
Also, the Federal Power Commis-
sion has kept the price of natural
gas so low that it encouraged high
consumption and discouraged ex-
ploration for new sources.

Conservation, writes Miller, does
not mean limiting the use of a re-
source but correctly determining
what we are to use and when we
should use it to maximize the bene-
fits. He stresses the importance
of private property rights because
when no one owns a particular re-
source, there is no incentive to use
it economically.

Several measures have been re-
commended to "fight" the "energy
crisis." One is price controls, but
these are effective only in creating
disruptions in the economy ; they
get people to respond to distorted
price incentives. By not allowing
the prices of refinery products to
rise, they take away incentives to
increase supply or reduce demand.
Rationing has been suggested, too,
but no system would be fair and
would lead only to black markets
and an expanding bureaucracy.
Higher taxes on fuel would have
the same disadvantages as price
controls and rationing plus they
would put more of our money into
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government hands. Setting lower
speed limits means more fuel used
by trucks than when they are per-
mitted to operate at efficient rates
of speed. Also, a reduced speed
limit means more trucks will be
needed to haul the same amount of
goods and that in turn means
greater fuel demands. The only
answer is the free market.

Miller scoffs at the idea of try-
ing to achieve self-sufficiency re-
garding energy needs. Prosperity
comes from being able to buy
where cheapest and to enjoy the
benefits of free trade instead of
suffering the high costs of pro-
tectionism; specialization rather
than autarchy means more for
everyone.

One would like to see this easy-
to-read, relatively inexpensive
book widely distributed. It makes
so very clear that the free market
is not a system designed to benefit
only businessmen but one that
benefits all of us. We must insist
on the free economy for the con-
sumer's sake.

THE TIME IT NEVER RAINED
by Elmer Kelton (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
1973) $6.95, 373 pp.

Reviewed by Robert M. Thornton

THE HERO of Elmer Kelton's fine
contemporary novel is Charlie
Flagg, a Texas rancher past mid-
dle age. It is man against the ele-
ments as Charlie fights to save his
herds during a six-year drought,
and at the same time live with the
social changes of his time — rela-
tions between father and son,
white Americans and Mexican
Americans, ranchers and towns-
people, citizens and government.
A true hero he is, too, not afraid
to take an independent stand for
what he knows is right and risk
everything to keep his integrity.
He was no saint, no unreal char-
acter from the storybooks but a
real man with all that implies,
both bad and good. He could be
unreasonably bull-headed and can-
tankerous. With all his tolerance
and fair-mindedness, he still suf-
fered from a prejudice that ex-
pressed itself in a mild form of
paternalism. The story does not
have the conventional happy end-
ing; but, unlike some modern
works of fiction, it leaves the
reader joyous, not despondent.
One puts down the book with tears
in the eyes, yet a smile on the face.
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Men and women such as Charlie
Flagg and his wife founded and
settled this country and made it
prosper by taking the bitter with
the sweet and accepting responsi-
bility for themselves. Such per-
sons seem to be in short supply
today, which may explain why our
nation "ain't what it used to be."
This independent, yea-saying-un-
to-life spirit must be recaptured

by Americans if we are to have a
rebirth of liberty in the "land of
the free."

At a time when more and more
people not only accept government
handouts but demand them as a
right, it is good for the soul to
read a story, albeit fictional, of a
man who refused to go on the dole
and willingly faced the conse-
quences of being his own man.
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